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Wrong CRT Voltages
Inductive Transducers
Five Easy Steps

DO MORE BUSINESS...

MAKE SERVICING
MORE PROFITABLE

with Sprague Replacement Component Assortments
Whatever you're servicing ... CB radios, TV
sets, AM/FM radios, Hi-Fi equipment, or other
you've won half the battle
electronic gear
when you've got ready access to the right
replacement components. Sprague assortments
can save you a lot of aggravation.
.

.

.

Sprague component assortments include only
the most -popular, most -frequently-used parts
and they
you use in everyday service work
come pre -filed in durable 6 -drawer or 9 -drawer
cabinets at no extra cost to you!

...

With 43 different assortments to choose from,
there's one sized and priced just right for you.
Select from assortments of capacitors, trimmers,
resistors, transistors, diodes, rectifiers, ICs,
LEDs, and switches.
For complete information, get descriptive
brochure M -946A (if you service CB radios ask
for M -994A as well) from your nearest Sprague
distributor. Or, write to Sprague Products Co.,
71
Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.
6S

MEMBER

SPRAGUE'
AMERICA'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
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Servicing Magnavox Modular Color TV, Part 6-This is the beginning of "Touch -Tune" coverage, including explanations of the
sophisticated digital circuits that control the varactor tuners in
the T995 chassis. Learn why two batteries are needed in the
memory circuit-Gill Grieshaber, CET.

digit
portable DMM
31/2

Around Ohm!-Test your knowledge of electronic terminology
with this just -across -word puzzle-Edmund A. Braun.

25 All

Repair-In a spirit of fun, the
author presents "suggestions" for improving your business-Terry
L. Turner.

26 Five Easy Steps To Successful TV

28 Picture -Tube Voltages...the cause of many problems-Many basic
signals and DC voltages are applied to color picture tubes. So defects here can cause a variety of symptoms, some of them very

confusing-Paul Shih.
36 The Basics Of

Industrial Electronics, Part 5-The unique

principles of inductance transducers are analyzed. Digital basics
begin next month-J. A. "Sam" Wilson, CET.

Lab-A model TRC-82 TV pushbutton
remote control system by Jerrold received typical in -home operation, and it performed very well-Carl Babcoke, CET.

46 Reports From The Test

Model
2800

Industrial Quality
at $99.95!
digit bright LED display
Completely portable-use it
anywhere!
Auto -zeroing on all 22 ranges
Fully overload protected on all
ranges
Typical DC accuracy is ±1%
100% overrange reading
High -/Low -power ohms for
in -circuit resistance measurements
or semiconductor checks
1mV, 1µA, 0.1 ohm resolution
Full range of optional accessories
available
Compare features, performance
and price...you'll choose the new
2800 from the "cost-effective"
instrument specialists at
31/2

page 46
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About the cover-Many details of the Magnavox "Touch -Tune"
system are shown in these pictures. No solid-state components are in
the pushbutton panel assembly. Memory circuits in the control
chassis "remember" the digital codes for 20 VHF and UHF TV

channels.
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Packaging

Count on Pomona Electronics to keep pace with the industry's
trend toward higher density Dual In -Line packaging. We
introduced the first Model 3916 in 1972. Now there are six
improved models, including three designed for ultra dense
packaging.
DIP CLIPs are designed for hands -free testing of integrated
circuit packages. Lower contacts are .050 wide for improved
surface contact with I.C. packages. Test contacts are .025
square, and are serrated for improved connection of test clips.
Molded barrier between contacts minimizes accidental shorting.
Can also be used as insertion and removal tool for DIPs.

Available Through Your Favorite Electronic Parts Distributor

ITT POMONA ELECTRONICS
1500 East Ninth St., Pomona, Calif. 91766
Telephone (714) 623-3463, TWX: 910-581-3822
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Overland Park, Kansas 66212
suburb of Kansas City, Missouri)
Phone: (9131 888-4664

F`'

ELECTRONIC SERVICING (with which is
combined PF Reporter) is published monthly
by Intertec Publishing Corp.. 9221 Quivira
Road. Overland Park. KS 66212.

ELECTRONIC SERVICING is edited for technicians who repair home -entertainment electronic equipment (such as TV, radio, tape,
stereo. and record player), and for industrial
technicians who repair defective production line merchandise, test equipment, or in-

dustrial controls in factories.

Subscription Prices:
year --$6.00, 2 years$10.00. 3 years --$13.00, in the U.S.A. and its
possessions. All other foreign countries:
year- $7.00, 2 years-$12.00. 3 years$16.00. Single copy 75 cents: back copies $1.
Adjustment necessitated by subscription termination to single copy rate. Allow 6-8 weeks
delivery for change of address. Allow 6-8
weeks for new subscriptions.
1
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GTE Sylvania, Electronic Components Group, 100 First Ave.. Waltham, MA. 02154.

We've got
the longest running feature on TY.
Our Color Bright 85'p picture tube warranty is the
longest in the industry. We can offer it because
we're confident that a Color Bright 85 picture tube
will probably last longer than five years.
The warranty is a great selling tool that builds
customer confidence in your quality work. Plus, it
lets you form a long-term customer relationship
with each picture tube you replace.

The Color Bright 85 picture tube offers economy
with the high quality standards you expect from
Sylvania. Couple that with the new 5 -year warranty`
and you'll find the Color Bright 85 is an easy sale.
And it can be better for you in the long run.

SYLVAN IA

'Limited warranty, naturally. It does not cover labor for replacing a tube.

November, 1977
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Zenith
tuners and
subassemblies
repaired
with the latest
advancements
builtin!
Tuner
Replacement
Only Zenith
quality replacement components used

throughout.
Each tuner
packaged in
shrink -type
film to keep it
factory -fresh
and clean
for use.

www.americanradiohistory.com

No waiting. No turn -around time.
Just bring to your Zenith distributor the Zenith tuner or
sub -assembly that needs repair.
You'll walk out with a Zenith factory repaired and reconditioned
replacement serviced by the same people who made the original.
Not only will component failure be repaired, but the replacement part will be reconditioned to incorporate the latest factory

technical advancements.
Don't risk your reputation when you get all this
backed by a limited one-year warranty.
See your Zenith distributor
now for Zenith repaired
and reconditioned tuners
and sub -assemblies!

I.F.

Chassis

Alignments
to the factory
specifications
assure accuracy in replacement.

Dura

Modules F
Repaired not
only for component failure
but up -dated
to any changes
which aid in
performance.

Convergence
Assemblies
Carefully
inspected and
reconditioned
with the
exact value
components.

The quality goes in before the name goes on.®

Illinois 60131
Zenith Radio Corporation/Service, Parts & Accessories Division/11000 Seymour Avenue/Franklin Park,
For More Details Circle
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news of the indus ry

The International Society of Certified Electronics Technicians, the technical arm of
NESDA, has moved to 3101/2 Main Street, Ames, Iowa 50010; (515) 232-4720. The
move was necessary because Dick Glass, CET, and most of the Indianapolis staff
that administered the CET and other technical programs resigned. Ron Crow will
continue as executive director.
The long-term outlook for personal two-way radio equipment is excellent. However,
this rapid growth probably will not occur until after a two-year slump in sales of
CB radios, which might eliminate more than 25% of the present CB manufacturers.
That is the conclusion of a 210 -page report entitled, "CB Radio and the Future
Portable Telephone," issued by International Resource Development (IRD). The
report predicts a merger between the portable telephone market and the declining
CB market, resulting in hand-held, vehicle-mounted or wristwatch -type two-way
radios for telephone calls or CB use. IRD also projects additional UHF or VHF CB
channels and cordless home telephones by 1985.

pressing need to reduce labor and overhead costs has forced Zenith to transfer
much of the module and chassis assembly operations to Mexican and Taiwan
plants. This move eventually will cut about 5,600 American workers from the Zenith
payroll. Stereo machines will be obtained from foreign suppliers, but the
final -assembly of color receivers will be continued in Chicago, Illinois and
Springfield, Missouri. The Lansdale, Pennsylvania picture -tube plant (closed since
1974) will be written off the books.
A

Total sales to U.S. television and radio dealers increased in August and continued
to out -pace 1976 on a year-to-date basis. According to the marketing services
department of the Electronic Industries Association, radio sales are up 400/o and
television sales are up 9.6% over last August.

Dealers are worried about the profitability and supplies of RCA's $1,000
videocassette recorder, according to Retailing Home Furnishings. Reports suggest
that only 40,000 units will be available this year, and the dealer's markup will
range from 20°/o to 25%.
The California State Electronics Association has asked manufacturers and distributors to stop limiting the number of service shops authorized to provide warranty
work. The association says manufacturers are using the current system as
economic leverage to obtain warranty work at below cost.
Two direct -to -home satellite receivers using dish antennas of less than a 2 -foot
diameter were displayed for the first time at the IEEE conference, Video News
reports. The receivers, developed by Sony and Surnitoma Electric, were said to
have excellent performance, including signal-to-noise ratios of about 43 dB. One
engineer predicted that such systems might some day be operated in homes, with
the dish located in the attic, and the amplifier-converter unit placed near a

conventional TV receiver.

continued on page 8
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BUSS
ELECTRONIC FUSES.
Nearly every type of fuse and fuse holder you need to protect electronic
circuits and devices you can get from us, easy. For example, Buss'
Semiconductor Fuses; 700 volts, with extremely low let and Ip let-thru
values. TRON Rectifier Fuses, 1/2 to 1,000 amps, up to 600 volts.
Fusetron dual -element time -delay fuses. Buss quick -acting glass tube
fuses. Buss signal -indicating, alarm -activating fuses. TRON subminiature pigtail fuses. Buss sub-miniature GMW fuses. Buss
telecommunications fuses. Buss military fuses. And
Buss fuse holders and fuse blocks. Get your
hands on exactly what you want. Write us now.
Ask for Buss Bulletin SFB.
R

Ri

BUSSMANN MANUFACTURING
a McGraw -Edison Company Division
Earth Coty, Missouri 63045

7
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continued from page
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antenna will be accepted under two conditions to meet FCC
requirements that manufacturers attach a UHF antenna to every receiver marketed
with a VHF antenna. The request to install the antenna must be supported by
measurement data showing either that the common antenna is comparable to the
loop antenna, or, that a built-in splitter circuit is effectively used.
A common UHF -VHF

Ninety-four percent of the nation's state police organizations have CB radios for
direct communication between citizens and police in emergency situations. The
Electronic Industries Association reports that CB radios are installed in 48% of the
police vehicles in 34 states. Six states have CB installations in 100% of their state
patrol vehicles, while five states are proposing 100% installation in the near future.
In an effort to improve its communications with thousands of boaters in small
crafts, the U.S. Coast Guard will begin installing CB radio equipment at its Search
and Rescue (SAR) stations. The Coast Guard intends to have CB service available in
time for the 1978 recreational boating season.
A "Citation of

Outstanding Achievement in Engineering Development" for improving
the efficiency of UHF klystron tubes was presented to Varian Associates at the
third annual Emmy Award luncheon. The ABC-TV network received an engineering
citation for installing and checking circularly polarized antenna systems.
Sony is offering the first pulse -code -modulation (PCM) audio unit for home use. The

unit converts a Betamax or U-Matic videotape recorder into a hi-fi audiotape
recorder. According to Retailing Home Furnishings, Matsushita will offer a similar
unit soon, as well as a I/4 -inch PCM tape recorder for professional use.

U.S. Marshals accompanied by FCC agents seized more than $25,000 worth of
illegal CB and amateur radio equipment in Tennessee. The raids uncovered illegal
CB linear amplifiers and illegally modified equipment.

Blind persons seeking careers in computer sciences now can be helped by MOUTH,
a computer which uses verbal responses rather than computer printouts. MOUTH
(Modular Output Unit for Talking to Humans) was developed by tames Kutsch, a
professor at West Virginia University, and is just one example of new electronic
devices designed to assist disabled persons. The Kansas City Star reports that
among these new devices are: a wheelchair that can stop, move, or change speed
by verbal command; a sight switch activated by eye movement; a typewriter
keyboard triggered by a tongue switch; and, an all-purpose system that can dial a
telephone, change television channels, or turn on the radio by blowing into an air
tube or flicking the tongue.

The Federal Communications Commission has been asked to extend the cutoff date
for the sale of 23 -channel CB radios to March 1, 1978, according to Electronic
News. The request was 'made by Jules Steinberg, executive vice president of the
National Appliance and Radio-Electronics Dealers Association (NARDA). The
current deadline is January 1, 1978.

Fuji-Svea Enterprise now has two toll -free phone numbers for customer service and
to expedite shipping. Ohio customers should call (800) 582-1630; all others call (800)
543-1607. The firm specializes in original Japanese semiconductors, FETs, ICs and
diodes.

ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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Symptoms and cures
compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles
T

Chassis-RCA

Chassis-RCA

CTC81

PHOTOFACT-1615-2

1

CTC81

PHOTOFACT-1615-2

B+ FROM

PULSES
+

o.
FROM
FLYBACK
#11

233

+33 V

R5O8

V

TO MCHOO2A

AND C413

SOURCE

2200

# P3

S2

I

CR5O3

DH 2O

.001

OPEN

SHORTED

Symptom-No video, and excessive brightness with

Symptom-No vertical sweep
Cure-Check CR503, and replace

retrace lines

Cure-Check C206C, and replace it if open or low

it

if

leaky

or

shorted

in

value

Chassis-RCA

Chassis-RCA CTC58

CTC81

PHOTOFACT-1615-2

PHOTOFACT-1 365-1

OPEN

REPLACE

OPEN

HOLD
DOWN
E

15KS2

TO GATE OF

T402

ITR4O1

CR409

.15

ZENER

330 i2
t

Symptom-Not locked horizontally,

Symptom-Vertical lines at the edges are crooked
Cure-Check R409, and replace it if out of tolerance

has squeal, and
perhaps foldover with low HV
Cure-Check C507 and L503, and replace either if
open

{

Chassis-RCA CTC74
PHOTOFACT-1588-1

i

Chassis-RCA CTC68
PHOTOFACT-1437-2
PINCUSHION

VERT
OUTPUT

L

Q402

I

\

TRANS

P503

000000000

LOW END OF

HORIZ

HORIZ YOKE

PULSES
CLEAN

SOCKETS

SOLDER PINS

C

B

VERT
OUTPUT
E

000000000

SOLDER ALL TERMINALS

P5O2

Symptom-Intermittent height, intermittent roll, or

Symptom-Vertical

intermittent loss of vertical sweep
Cure-Clean socket contacts of Q401 and Q402;
also, solder pins to spring contacts in P502 and P503

similar to

at right side is compressed,
distorted trapezoid
Cure-Check and resolder all joints at terminals of
a

T405

on PW500.
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troubIeshootìiiutthJ
our new model of
General Television Servicer

Motorola 23TS921
(Photofact 1096-3)
Only channel 10 showed a picture, and it had multiple images. At
first, I suspected misadjustments,
since the owner admitted moving
some screws. However, better fine
tuning of channel 10 cleared most of
the ghosts, and my suspicions
changed to the tuner.
Then I noticed that the other
stations came in with snow, when
the antenna was disconnected. But
with an antenna, the screen would
black out. Also, the AGC control
had no effect on these symptoms.
When I checked components of
the AGC circuit, I found that R95

The original General Television Servicer, model
ATC-10, set new standards of performance and
versatility that far surpassed ordinary color bar
pattern generators.

Our new model, the GTS-10, now introduces still
more time and money saving features like 4.5
Green
Blue Raster
MHz Sound Carrier
Raster
Color Trio. The model GTS-10, with
in -home portability, replaces an ordinary color
bar pattern generator and includes most of the
capabilities of a substitute tuner and an analyst.
It also provides capabilities that none of these
other instruments can match.

...

...

...

Advanced yet sensibly priced at $349.00 the
GTS-10 is the ultimate instrument on the TV
service equipment market.

(connected from one end of the AGC

Write for comprehensive 6 page full color brochure that
describes these and many more features.

control to ground) had become
open.

Telephone orders on VISA and MASTER CHARGE
accepted for same day shipment.
2

A new R95 and tuner cleaning
gave good reception on all channels

year factory warranty against all failures in normal use.

30 day money back guarantee.

111

CO

81212

Horizontal bending
Admiral B&W TG2-1 chassis
(Photofact 803-1)
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FINGER':

PUT YOUR
ON THE TRUTH

26
VERT

3414

MULT.."'N

OA17JZ8

It's the one and only flat -rate
increment system that gives you
the great feeling of pricing every
job right. A system that treats
both customer and shop owner
fairly. Fast finger -tabs in both
editions: 6x9 Hard Cover, steel
ring -bound - $19.95 ea. post pd.

2meg

HEIGHT
sea(

5mw

Imeg

c).

BOOST 11

VERT LINEARITY
50134

VERT HOLD
1.2meg

tv &radio

tech's guide
to pricing
Nebr. residents
add sales tax

tech
ífPea
My check enclosed

inc.(No.

BankAmericard
L.Master Charge
Name

Exp
Exp.

editions)

Co.

For

tOF

THERM I STOR

P.O. Box 5234
Lincoln, NE 68505

Address
City

1
OZ .°39

z

Or The Satellite Edition
for pocket sized convenience - $16.95 ea.
post pd.

New
Computerized
Parts Pricing
manual lists
over 3,500
most -used
parts - $75
initial set-up
plus $10
per copy.

warmed up, the sound became

garbled. A new audio -output tube
cured the distortion.

8A

AGI KEYING

6GH8A

.352V

1

129V
9
a

I77V

4

/3/8
-1N\-->
Fx

47K

AGC

47K

50K

The customer was happy with the
repair, for he said he had purchased the set second-hand, and
channel 10 never had been very
good.

James A. Warner
Pennsville, New Jersey

OLOGY
TTEQMCAN
CORPORATION

225 Main Street, Dept. 11A, Canon City,
Phone (303) 275-8991
For More

except channel 10. After the set

No picture

_Zip

s),

Tape unraveling from cartridge
Craig 3135
(Photofact AR -191)
The customer complained that his
8 -track

tape player unraveled tape

from the cartridge; or, as he put it,

the player "ate tapes."
Usually, I have found this trouble
to be caused by a defective tape,
which made it tempting to conclude
prematurely that the problem was

After I had replaced a filter
capacitor and a resistor. the set
was placed on time test. After a
time I noticed tearing of the picture
horizontally near the top of the
picture.
Hours later, I had to admit not
knowing what could be causing the
problem. DC voltages were okay.
and except for a slight jitter in the
video, the waveforms were normal.
Finally, I noticed the height and
linearity needed a touchup, and
when I reduced the linearity so the
height was short about an inch at
the top, the tearing stopped.
Changing the 17JZ8 vertical tube
corrected the problem. I have no
idea why the tube caused the
symptom, for it checked good in my
tube tester.
Mark. Smith, Associate CET
Greenwood, Minnesota

tape -related. But on this occasion I
resisted the temptation, and connected the player on the bench.
It seemed to play fine even with
the customer's tapes, which I had
borrowed in order to check both the
tapes and the player. After the unit
played for a short time, however, I
noticed an occasional hesitation in
the music. The transport mechanism
continued on pago
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Now at big savings

complete factory
information
ZENITH

SERVICING
FOR 1974/1975
BY STAN

plus

PRENT=

!

Amu'

S NY TV

SERVICING
FOR 19744975

volume,

BY STAN PRENTISS

Auoel'

SERVICING
9LVANIA

744975
SEWOC*3 DATAs

Oa; euxiNicsiers

remOR

if

BY STAN

Auoei-

SERVICING
OXYFQR
MAGNA
-175

valuable service tips
This is your opportunity to buy Sams popular Audel®
TV Servicing Books at substantial savings. Each clearly
written volume contains complete factory information.
All the factory data such as schematics, parts lists,
waveforms, adjustments, alignment and convergence.
In addition, these books are packed with valuable service tips, trouble shooting information and detailed
theory of operation. The kind of reference material
that every shop needs for TV servicing. Why pay for
only factory information when Sams Audel Servicing
Books offer you so much more?
Right now take advantage of the big savings on Sams
Audel Servicing Books. Any of the titles listed below
with their original prices can be yours for only $8.95
each. You save up to $4.00 a copy. Order today from
your Sams distributor or use the coupon below.
books checked below at the special price of $8.95 each
(plus sales tax where applicable). Amount enclosed $
Send the

Servicing Panasonic TV for 1974/75

Servicing Admiral TV for 1975/76
NO. 21358
$12.95
Servicing Magnavox TV for 1976
$9.95
NO. 21342
Servicing Philco TV for 1973

E

NO.

NO. 21211

GE TV

Servicing Sony TV for 1974/75
NO. 21223 (Volume 1)
NO. 21224 (Volume 2)

$12.95
$12.95

Servicing Sylvania for 1974/75
NO. 21212

for 1974/76

$12.95

Servicing Zenith for 1974/75

$12.95

Servicing Magnavox for 1974/75
NO. 21199

$12.95

RCA for 1975
NO. 21155 $12.95

$12.95
Servicing Philco TV for 1974/75
$12.95
NO. 21384
Servicing Sony Color TV for 1969/72
NO. 21422
$9.95
NO. 21328

$12.95

Servicing

NO. 21347

Servicing

21220

Servicing Quasar for 1973/75

NO. 21165

$12.95

Servicing Zenith TV for 1976
$10.95

$12.95

NO. 21331

NAME
BUSINESS NAME
ADDRESS
STATE

CITY

ZIP

My Sams Distributor is.
STATE

CITY

SEND TO: Howard W. Sams & Co.,
Indianapolis, IN 46206

Inc./4300 W. 62nd St.

TCB35

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
4300 West 62nd Street/Indianapolis, Indiana 46206
13
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OPTIMA VALUE SALE

3A
0

0

G.E., Sylvania, Zenith, RCA, Etc.
75% Off List New Jobber-Boxed Tubes

61E

5for$7.44
for $8.75
5 for $13.81
5 for $5.63
5 for $5.88
5 for $5.69
5 for $6.94

5GH8

06BK4

5for$15.50

61S6

5

06LB6

5for$14.94

for $5.63
for $10.38
for $7.69
60W4
23Z9
5 for $9.44
06HA5
5for$7.13 38HE7
5 for $13.63
'All tubes not advertised write in at 75% off list.
Sleeves only. Singles at 72% off list.
Special: 100-6GH8's G.E. $99.00.
Transistors Equivalent Up to 90% Off List
.35 each-Minimum 20 per number
6FQ7
6GH8
6G17

SK

E

8FQ7
12GN7
171Z8

ECG

0 3018
0 3024
0 3025

5

ECG

3054
3103
3041
3079

130
184
157
152
162

--

....
....
....
....

ea. 90c
ea. 70c
ea. 60c
ea. 70c
ea. $1.50

..

RCA

ECG

159
123A
123A

0

SK

ECG

3115
3248

165
186A
1155

3197

... ea.

70
C

$2.75

.. ea. $ .70
.. ea. $2.50

.. ea. $2.50

1058
235

... ea.

checked okay; the belt was in good
shape, and the capstan had not
been worn smooth. Everything appeared okay, except the motor.
Connecting the motor to my regulated power supply and monitoring
the current, I identified the trouble
right away. The current was very
erratic, jumping between 20 and 50
milliamperes, even with the belt off.

Apparently, when the motor hesitated, it allowed the slack in the
tape to unwind and catch around
the capstan, jamming the tape.
Since replacing the motor, I've
heard no complaints from this
customer.

Intermittent sound and video

carbonized VR200 active -filter con-

Philco 22QT79
(Photofact 1239-3)
We had two different models in
the shop with the same problem:
intermittent sound and video.
Checking out one set, we found
the raster to be okay, but there was
no control of brightness when the
set lost sound and video.
The transistors also tested all
right, so we decided to monitor the
20 -volt B+ line, which went to the
tuner and was easier to get at for
checking. This voltage was intermittent. After spraying canned coolant, we located the problem.
The Q200 active-filter transistor
was intermittent. The same trouble
was found in the other set, plus a

trol.

Loss of AGC after warmup
Sharp C-6010
(Photofact 1189-2)

I again removed the bottom plate
and found the RF AGC voltage on
the collector of Q401 slowly going
negative. Using it as a heat source,
I put my work light close to the
bottom of the printed board, near
Q401. The collector voltage went to
a maximum of 18V, which cut off
both the video and sound.
With the meter still at the
collector of Q401, I decided to spray
some components with cooling
spray. When I sprayed D404, the
collector voltage returned to near
zero, and video and sound returned.
After a few more tries I was convinced D404 was the source of my
problems. I clipped it out, replaced
it with a new IN34, and everything
was normal.

Gary Steenwyk
Hudsonville, Michigan

$2.00

Original Transistors

ea. $2.90
3501
ea. $6.75 D 3504
IC'S Equivalent to ECG

3040
SK 3115
SK

12

5

Minimum 5 of a Number
SK

3027

continued from page

5

SK

3 3114
0 3122
0 3124

108
128
129

troubIesootìocftJ

for $13.75

5

ea. $3.45
ea. $5.00

$1.00 each Minimum 5 of a Number

0708

0710

0712

0713

0714

0 718 3 719 0 722 0 723 0 725 0 731
0 740 0 743 0 748 0 780 0 783 0 788
D 790 0 791 3 793 0 912 0 923D
YOKES

Y130

Y88

Y94

Y105

095-2779
Y153

DY92C

ea. $5.75
ea. $8.95

DY99AC

Diodes, Rectifiers, Equivalent
6500 PIV Color Focus Rect.

10

0 2.5a 1000 PIV IR 170
0 8+ Boost Rect.

for $4.95

100 for $9.00
20 for $6.00
Syl.-Zen. Tripler 212-139
ea. $6.50
Admiral Tripler
ea. $4.95
Audio -Cartridges -Needles Equiv.
Astatic 133
ea. $1.95
142
ea. $1.45
BSR SC7M2
SC8H2
SC12H
ea. $1.90
EV 26
ea. $1.50
EV 5015
ea. $2.15
GE LC2
ea. $.85
GECC650
0 660
ea. $2.95
0 Panasonic EPC 42 ea. $2.00 O EPC7OLTS
ea. $1.00
CITetrad All Numbers SN -I to 6
ea. $1.95
0VarcoCN75 TN4B ea. $1.40 ST4X
ea. $1.15
Zenith 142-166
167
168
ea. $2.75
N44
77
75
91
V15
ea. $1.95

...

...

O

10 for $6.90

BSR ST17D

CB Hardware and Wire
0PL258
10 for $3.10
3 ft. RG58 2PL259
ea. $1.25
20
20 ft. RG58 1P1259-1 Spade Lug
CB Lightning Arrestor
50 ft. 59U Incl. F Conn..... ea. $1.89
500 ft. 59U Coax Mill Ends
3c ft.
50 ft. RG 8U
ea. $7.55
100 ft.

PL259
0

...

10 for $3.90

ft.

...

...

$2.00
$1.70
$

100 ft

400 ft. 300 ohm wire 40' hanks White

.99

$3.69
$15.00
$12.95
$5.00

General
24 for $8.00
$10.00
20 Asst. Belts .... $7.00
$4.00
300 ohm signal splitters. (TV)
10 for $7.90
TV Lightning Arrestors
10 for $5.00
75-300 ohm Matching Transformers
10 for $5.90
Deluxe Lock Mounts w/P1259
$3.95
18" earplug. (Min. 50)
ea. $ .15
0 Speco 2 station Intercom
$7.95
19" & 25" Color Boosters
3 for $10.00
C Cell Batteries
24 for $2.40
0 Piggy Back Antennas
5 for $10.00
25 ft. Headphone Extensions
2 for $2.98
Stereo "Y" Adaptors r/i"
10 for $6.90
8 Track Head Cleaner
10 for $5.90
Clothes Pins
100 for $10.00
Pillow Speakers
10 for $7.90
Universal Tone Arm incl. Cartridge
and Needle
10 for $7.90
Speakers
4"
4 for $4.00
8"
ea. $2.95
4 for $5.00
4 for $6.00
4x10
ea. $3.95
507 speaker kit incl. grill
ea. $1.95
609 kit incl. grill and swick
ea. $3.95
06"09"OP-69-Min. 10
ea.$ .55
1 Pr. 20" Speaker Baffles. Incl. Speakers
$19.95
1 Pr. 12" Speaker Baffles. Incl. Speakers
$9.95
WANTED: Electronic Merchandise.

REG

R'13

CD TV 112

20 80v

3

30

68000
C

207

Mac Kellman
Brooklyn, New York

60 Min. Irish Cassette Tapes

D $300 Surprise Package

0 100 Asst.

3x
0

Caps

...

CI

IF AGC

AMP

2SC372

aF

Acc

4
C

...

WILL PAY CASH
LETTERS OF CREDIT AND ALL CHECKS PLACED ON DEPOSIT
WITH MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST BANK, N.Y.C.
MASTER CHARGE-MIN. $100-C.O.D.'s 50% DEP.
BANK AMERICARD-VISA--MIN. $100-C.O. D.'s 50% DEP.

MINIMUM ORDER $75 FOB BROOKLYN, N.Y.
CATALOGUE $3, REFUNDABLE UPON ORDER
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

After replacing D202 to cure an
problem, I was surprised to
see another AGC problem develop
after 15 minutes of warmup.
IF AGC

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS
Box 372 Ryder Street Station
Brooklyn, New York 11234
Phone (212) 439-7434
For More Details Circle
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Al Potter
Perlin, New Jersey

Send in your helpful tips -we pay!

(9) on Reply Card

ELECTRONIC SERVICING

t°excbanoe
For Sale: Regency model EC -175 frequency counter
(6 -digit LED readout), measures to 175 MHz, has
crystal oven, FCC type approved, $300; and Sencore
model TF40 transistor tester, $60. Both in mint
condition. Bob Goodman, P.O. Box 452, Alexandria,
Louisiana 71301.

Needed: Cabinet for Standardyne model B-6. Also,
power transformer for Clarion Jr. model AC -60.
William Fox. Jr., 624 Jefferson Court, San Jose,
California 95133.
Needed: Schematic and instructions for a RTTA signal
generator model K-7, or the name of the manufacturer. Will buy, or copy and return. Walt Studer, 418
Walton Drive, Buffalo, New York 14225.
Needed: Schematic and alignment data for Milovac
model RA -1120 AM/FM radio/phono/8-track. Will
copy, pay for use and return. David W. Dane. P.O.
Box 44, Plaistow, New Hampshire 03865.

Needed: Service and operations manual with schematic for a Century Mark IV Multiband AM/FM/
SW1/SW2/AIR/PB portable radio model CF1888,
chassis numbers 001029-352. Will buy, or copy and
return. Major Norman H. Ball, USAF [BET], Box 565,
32531 Merion Drive, 1000 Palms, California 92276.

For Sale: RCA television calibrator model 39C, mint
condition, with manual and cable. Make offer. Matt
Rusk. 211 SW Madison Circle North, St. Petersburg,
Florida 33703.
A B&K model 415 sweep/marker generator
times, all literature and probes, $250. One
model EV-10 VTVM in excellent condition,
best offer. One Sencore portable CG -10
color-bar/dot/crosshatch generator, $50 or best offer.
Also, a Sencore transistor tester model TR -139B used
little, make an offer. Mert Albert, Clintonville Electric
Service, 44 S. Main Street, Clintonville. Wisconsin

For Sale:
used five
Precision
$50, or

54929.

Needed: Tube chart for model 116 tube tester by
Precise Development Corp. Also, schematics for
Milovac stereo tape recorder model SC -240; Aiwa
stereo 5-inch reel recorder TP -1013; GE 2V wet -cell
portable radio model 250; and KX Imp II wireless
transmitter by Kinematix. Will buy, or copy and
return. Bob's TV Service, 8296 Portulaca Way, Buena
Park, California 90620.
3 -digit DMM with manual
and test leads, $55. Jerry McKouen, 534 Pacific
Avenue. Lansing, Michigan 48910.

For Sale: B&K model 280

continued on page
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Your new RCA QT Parts Inventory Program
with annual drop -ship updating.
Here it is! Your new RCA QT (Quick Turnover)
Parts Program that assures you an up-to-date
inventory of the most used RCA exact replacement TV parts.
Simply contact your RCA Distributor and
register as a QT Dealer. You will receive your
package of 150 of the most -needed, fastest moving parts.
Automatically, once a year, OT parts will be
evaluated, and the program will be updated to
include only the 150 fastest -moving parts. You
return the parts that are dropped from the
fastest -movers list to your RCA Distributor,
and get full credit. At the same time, the new
parts added to the QT list will be shipped
directly to you from RCA. A quick, automated
inventory control system designed for your
convenience.
And, to keep your parts organized for fast
servicing, ask your RCA Distributor about the
QT Parts Rack. It's sturdy, but light enough to
hang on a wall. Saves you time and space.
Call your RCA OT Parts Distributor for all the
details, or write to RCA Distributor and Special
Products Division, Deptford, N.J. 08096.

RCA DT Parts
For More Details Circle

November, 1977
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Needed: Will pay $30 for a Coronado color flyback,

Rolls can be cut down
to any desired size

KAGER PRODUCTS Innovations for Production,
Laboratory and Workshop
ANTI -SLIDE
Stops everything from slipping and sliding aroundindispensable in assembly work. Tools and components are
playful little devils. They love to dance or play hide and seek
on and around the work surface. ANTI -SLIDE puts an end to

this time consuming and wasteful mischief. This unique
fully washable and reusable plastic material holds objects
placed on it as if they were glued. Components do not move
even if they are pushed. In addition, ANTI -SLIDE acts as a
noise and vibration dampener. No other even remotely
similar product exists. Available in five attractive colors.
Send Inquires to:

KAG ER INTERNATIONAL
SUITE 710. 1180 SOUTH BEVERLY DRIVE LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90035
Telephone: (213) 879-1575, TWX 910-490-2121
For More

Needed: Schematic and service information for Philco
radio, model 39-116. Will buy, or copy and return.
John T. Rowland, 3646 Pillsbury Avenue, Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55409.
Needed: A C6407 picture tube for Symphonic model
AC -30 TPS-5050. Or an address where one can be
bought. R. L. Hallett, 65 Somerset Avenue, Pittsfield,
Maine 04967.
For Sale:Two B&K-Precision model 1076 Analysts.
One in good condition for $100, and another in excellent condition. $125. Also, an Eico 460 scope, good
condition, $75; one B&K-Precision 700 tube tester,
good electrically but rough appearance. $35; and one
Knight tube tester for $15. R. L. Hallett, 65 Somerset
Avenue, Pittsfield, Maine 04967.
For Sale: 490 assorted receiving tubes (send for a list.
or state requirements); also one B&K-Precision HV
probe model HV -32. Best offer. B. A. Harpool,
Harpool's Radio & TV, P.O. Box 267, New Middletown, Indiana 47160.

Details Circle (11) on Reply Card

NEW & DAZZLING!!!
MS -15

model TV22-1611A, part #15-097079 (VZ12032A) in
new condition. This 1971 flyback is unavailable from
the factory. J. Bennett. Economy TV, 617 E. Thirteenth
Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80203.

Miniscope-the Ultra

Oscilloscope for $289.00 from NLS

For Sale: B&K model 1077B TV Analyst with
instruction book and cables; Sencore TC162/TC28
tube -transistor checker; B&K model 467 picture tube
restorer/analyzer with new chart; Polaris model 651
HV probe (40KV); and degaussing ring. All equipment
in excellent condition. REO Electronics. 1175 Cling
Circle, Hanford, California 93230.
Needed: Schematics and technical data for the Everett
"Orgatron" manufactured by the Everett Piano
Company, South Haven, Michigan. (Wurlitzer may
have bought company.) Appreciate any information,
leads or suggestions. Will copy and return manuals or
schematics. L. R. Broun, Electronic Service, P.O. Box
62. Coolin, Idaho 83821.

Features Include:
External
Bandwidth: 15 MHz.
Automatic & line sync modes. !

&

internal trigger.
Input sensitivity:

Vertical gain: .01
vertical -10 mV; horizontal -1V.
Time base: .1 µSec to .5
to 50V/div - 12 settings.
3% accuracy on all functions.
Sec/div - 21 settings.
Battery or line operPower consumption: <15 W.
Weighs
ation with batteries and charger unit included.
only 3 lbs & dimensions are 2.7" H x 6.4" W x 7.5" D.
Options

include

a 10 to 1, 10 m e g

oh m probe and

leather carrying case.

Non -Linear Systems, Inc.
Originator of the digital voltmeter.
Box N, Del Mar, California 92014
For More Details Circle

(12) on

Telephone (714) 7551134

Needed: Back issues of Electronic Servicing, Rider's
radio 23, any Rider's TV, or other manuals and
magazines. Will buy or trade. Donald Erickson, 6059
Essex Street, Riverside, California.

Needed: One Precision sine and square wave
generator model E-310 by Precision Apparatus.
Generator does not need to be in working order. Jim
Shoemaker. 600 First Street, Leechburg, Pennsylvania
15656.

Needed: A schematic for a Schaub Lorenz Touring
T20 transistor portable radio with AM, FM and SW.
W. M. Dennehy, 14-77 160th Street, Beechhurst, New
York, New York 11357.

Needed: 16BXP4 picture tube. Raymond W. Shirk,
Radio and TV Repair, 440 Poplar Street, Lebanon,
Pennsylvania 14042.

Reply Card

ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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SHERLOCK OHMS & DR. WATTS
ELEMENTARY,
DR. WATTS!
HE BLEW
THE BUDGET ON
BIG NAME
DM MS...

IN THE CASE OF THE

EXPIRED ENGINEER

OR

THE
COMPTROLLER
DID IT!

DMM DE DMM DMM
AMAZING

by

DUMONT

QUALITY AND
PERFORMANCE
YOU EXPECT...
AT A PRICE

SOLUTION

!!!

YOU CAN LIVE

WITH!

...WITH
BIG
PRICE
TAGS!

DE FOREST
HAS A
BETTER
SOLUTION

!!!

TRUE RMS
A4 TO 1 CREST FACTOR
OPEN CIRCUIT OHMETER
VOLTAGE LIMITED TO
2 VOLTS
BATTERY $18.00

JUST CALL US TOLL FREE
(800)631-1043, WITH YOUR
CHARGECARD NUMBER FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

DE FOREST
A

Sut,d.a, y al

DUMONT OSCILLOSCOPE
LABORATORIES INC
40 F AIRFIELD PLACE
WEST CALDWELL. N J MM.

For More Details Circle

Needed: Schematic and service manual for Philco
color -bar and dot -bar generator, model 7100. Will
buy, pay for copy, or copy and return. Roland
Strauss, 11 Chieftain Drive, Creve Coeur. Missouri
63141.

For Sale: Heath scope model I0-102, factory wired
and calibrated, good condition, with low -capacity
probe, $95. Also, Telematic VHF/UHF sub tuner,
AC/battery operation, never used, $55. Willis Ormes,
1420 Melrose Avenue, Fort Wayne, Indiana 46808.

Needed: Schematic for model 98 VTVM Tektronix 512
scope. Will buy, or copy and return. Donald C.
Maeyet, 12696 Greenhall Drive, Woodbridge, Virginia
22191.

i

For Sale: Heathkit video game model GD -1380. Play
three games plus practice; also, two different size
target practice. Target gun not included, but can be
obtained from Heath. Assembled and in excellent
condition: $40. Robert C. Knapp. Box 145. Lyndhurst.
Virginia 22952.

For Sale: Two Sorensen model 1000S, 1000 -watt line voltage regulators. adjustable output voltage. Good
condition. best offer. Sam Eassa. 407 Huntclub Road.
Nashville. Tennessee 37221.

Needed: Schematic for model 240 Callmaster telephone -answering device made for Phonemaster by
Altec Lansing. Will buy, or copy and return (pay for
postage and handling). Bob Williams, 1613 Lorraine
Drive, Plano, Texas 75074.
Needed: Schematic (or photocopy) and instructions on
conversion of UTI-COM FM commercial xceiver to
band. Also. need Dow -Key. coaxial
2 -meter ham
antenna relay 12 VDC for TX -62: state price. Anthony
Bodo (WA9YOZ), 4380 Hayes St.. Gary, Indiana
46408.

For Trade: Sencore senior field-effect meter, model
FE -149, like new. Need He -Ne Laser. 0.5 milliwatt.
BRH Class I1. Dwight Miller, 901 Daggett Drive.
Napoleon. Ohio 43545.
November, 1977
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For Sale: Hickok research and development square wave generator model 1715A. 1 Hz to 1 MHz, 75 -ohm
and 600 -ohm variable output levels, like new. $50.
lames Ruder. 1(11 Clayman Road. Sandston. Virginia
23150.

Needed: Schematic and service manual for AKAI M-10
or M-9 stereo recorder (especially interested in
alignment specs). Will buy, or copy and return.
Michael Craig, 421 Fairmount NE, Warren. Ohio
44483.

For Sale: Sencore PS148 oscilloscope/vectorscope,
five -inch. wideband. high -sensitivity, never used.
$200. J. A. Robinson. P.O. Box 181. Bluffton. South
Carolina 29910.

Needed: Symphonic TV model AC-20 7PS5050. Will
buy. working or not. W. Cullen, 3701 W. First, Suite
201. Los Angeles. California 90004.

Power transformer (part 32-10006-3) for
Philco AM -FM stereo radio, model M-1666WA. new or

Needed:

used. State price. John lannelli. 1501 Saunders Cres.,
Ann Arbor. Michigan 48103.
For Sale or Trade: EICO 369 TV -FM sweep and
marker generator: factory wired. Al -shape. with
manual. Or trade even for EICO 379 solid-state sine
and square audio generator, in Al condition. William
O'Lekas. 33650 Baldwin Road, Solon, Ohio 44139.

Needed: Rauland RS -10A intercom units, or other
Rauland items. Need not be operating: wanted for
parts. Ed Howell, Folly Beach. South Carolina 29439.
Needed: Schematic and service information for a
Detectron model DG -2. serial number E2551901 -CE)
geiger counter. K & W Electronics, P.O. Box 692,
South 215 Washington, Newport. Washington 99156.
For Sale: Riders radio manuals 6-17 inclusive, without
indexes. $15 each. Tubes OlA, 112. 199, etc. Want
good dual -trace 15 MHz scope with probes and
manual. I. A. Call. 1876 E. 2990 So.. Salt Lake City.
Utah 84106.
O
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Servicing
Magnavox
Modular Color TV,
Part 6
By Gill

Grieshaber, CET

No moving parts or switches are in the UHF and VHF tuners of the
Magnavox Videomatic Touch-Tune system. These tuners operate with
varactor and switching diodes. Such designs are not new: however, the
sophisticated digital circuits that control the tuners are as modern as
tomorrow. Because these circuits will be used more often in the
future, we strongly suggest that you study the explanations carefully.

The most interesting and compli- ing modifications. Undoubtedly,
cated circuits of the Magnavox this compatibility was responsible
T995 chassis are found in any
model with Videomatic Touch -Tune
(Figure 1), which digitally controls
both tuners, the volume, and power

on/off.
A remote -control kit can be installed in the field, without requir-

for some of the principles of the
Touch -Tune designs. No motors or
other moving parts are used with

either the Touch -Tune station selection, or the remote -control functions.
Before starting detailed explana-

Figure 1 These are the
normal in -cabinet locations of the control
panel and control chassis of the Magnavox

's

tions of these intricate circuits, we'll
tell you the general operations and
purposes.
STAR Versus Touch -Tune
Magnavox has two distinct types
of digital -controlled tuner systems.
The STAR electronic tuning uses
random-access digital logic to lo -

h.\

CAUTION!
E;E

250 VOLTS

Touch -Tune system.
The chassis is at the
bottom.
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Cables to the selector panel are long

enough to permit removal of the
assembly from the cabinet. The left
picture shows the panel with the door
closed. The same panel after the door
was opened is shown at the right.
Operating and programming controls
are behind the door.

cate the desired channels; no
programming is required. An opposite approach is used with the
Touch -Tune system, for it operates
from memory circuits, and each

active channel must be programmed separately.
Other Features
The Touch -Tune front panel has
no knobs or variable controls (although variable operating controls
are behind the door that's over the
panel). Stations are selected by
pushing in two of the calculatortype buttons, in sequence. For
example, channel 5 is tuned by
pushing zero and 5. Channel 41
requires 4 and 1. To the left of the
buttons is the two -digit display for
the channel numbers. When the
first button is pressed, the channel

other has the arrow pointing up, for turns off the power. However, if the
louder sound. The volume gradually receiver is on when the power cable
becomes softer or louder, taking is unplugged, the power will be off
several seconds to make large when it is plugged into an outlet
changes. Therefore, you must hold the next time. Another push of the
the button down until the desired button is necessary for turn -on.
level is reached. In normal operProgramming The Channels
ation, the circuit has a good
Although the entire method of
"memory." But if the receiver is
TV channels into the
programming
sound
for
a
time,
the
unplugged
level is soft when power is restored Touch -Tune system seems extremely complicated at first, it actually
and switched back on.
A similar action occurs with the can be done accurately and rapidly
power on/off operation. The power the second time. A knowledge of
switching is done by electronic the operation can be very helpful.
Before the UHF channels are
latching circuits that activate a
the buttons for any
programmed,
relay. If the receiver is off (but has
power to it), one push of the on/off channel can be pressed, lighting the
button switches on the power. A LED channel number. However,
second push of the same button only snow can be seen on the
continued on page 20

digits disappear; however, the
previous channel still operates.
After the second button is pressed,

the LEDs light up with the new
channel number, and the picture
and sound come on a split second
later. The action is virtually instantaneous.
Twenty VHF and UHF channels
can be programmed into the
memory banks. VHF channels 2
through 13 are programmed at the
factory, and they should not require
any additional adjustment. That
leaves eight channels for UHF. All
desired UHF channels must be
manually programmed.
The Magnavox manual does not
say so, but I believe any inactive
VHF channels could be reprogrammed for UHF, if more than
eight were desired.
Two volume buttons are provided. One has an arrow pointing
down (for lower volume), and the
November, 1977

A large two -digit seven -segment red LED display shows the channel
number. Above the display are the Videomatic button (gives a choice of
preset or customer -operated controls) and the button for electronic
on/off of the TV power. The 12 buttons are for selection of the
channels, plus volume up and volume down.
19

Figure 2 This closeup of the manual
color controls and the programming
controls show: the tuning meter
that's calibrated in the channels of
three bands; the band -indicating LEDs
beside the meter (almost invisible in
the picture); and the four programming controls. The small knob at the
far right is the "yellow" knob that
enables programming, the left one of
the three levers is the "green" location
lever, the "red" channel -number lever
is in the center, and at the right is the
"blue" tuning -voltage lever. Readjustment of the preset color controls can
be done by inserting a small screwdriver through the center holes of the
manual knobs.

Magnavox
continued from page
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screen, and the LED readout
flashes to indicate that the channel
has not yet been programmed.
That's because the eight spaces
have been factory adjusted for a
varactor tuning voltage of zero, and
for a channel readout of zero (the
readout can show any number from
0 to 99). Incidentally, during remote -control operation, any channels programmed to "zero" will be
skipped during the up or down
search. Merely pull out the yellow
knob and use the red lever to run
the channel number back to zero.
It's not necessary to zero the tuning
voltage.
Four programming steps

Programming a zero channel to
receive a UHF station is done in

four steps. Separate adjustments
are provided for: the programming
switch; the channel location; the
digital channel readout, and the

tuning voltage required for the

varactor diodes in the tuners to
reach the desired channel.
The programming controls are
behind the door that's just above
the channel pushbuttons. As shown
in Figure 2, the tuning meter is at
the left. This meter reads the
varactor tuning voltage, and is calibrated in the channel numbers of
three bands (2 through 6, low VHF;
7 through 13, high VHF; and 13
through 83, for UHF). Three LEDs
at the right of the meter show
which band is in use.
The green lever operates the
"location" switch, which is the
equivalent of the detents of a
conventional tuner. Channel number of the desired station is selected

The left picture shows the programming and other controls
when the panel is inverted with the top nearest the camera,
while the center picture shows the bottom of the circuit
board and the back of the display and keyboard. All cables
of the tuner -control chassis can be unplugged, and the
20

by the red lever, and the blue lever

adjusts the tuning voltage to receive
the correct station.
At the far right are two knobs
with many functions. The gray
knob near the panel operates the
peaking (or sharpness) control. In
front of it is a smaller yellow knob
that has three functions. When
turned fully counterclockwise, the
master power switch opens (this
switch must be on for remote operation, or to allow power turn -on
from the panel on -off button.

Clockwise rotation operates the
tone control, while pulling out on
the yellow knob allows (enables) the
other programming controls to be
operated (otherwise, the programming switches don't work).
Sequence of programming

Although the Magnavox programming instructions are detailed,

chassis removed for testing or replacement. Six ICs and
twenty transistors are used to control the two tuners. A
remote -control kit can be mounted in the corner near the
power transformer for a simple field installation.

ELECTRONIC SERVICING

there are a few peculiarities omitted. Therefore, I'll give the method,
along with comments of my own.
Here are the programming steps:
Pull out the small yellow knob

(Figure

2)

of the programming

switch (this disables the AFT automatically). Note: the station, tuned
in before the knob is pulled out,
remains on the screen, and the
channel digits do not change, but
the three programming levers now
can operate.
Each flip up or down of the
green (memory location) lever jogs
the system to a new location,

including the programmed channels. For example, suppose you
have channel 9 tuned in. After you
pull out the yellow knob, nothing
apparently changes. But when you
flip up the green lever, channel 10
digits are displayed, and the picture
or snow (if your area does not have
a channel 10 station) is on the
screen. Flip it up again for channel
11, and so on. (Of course, you can
flip the green lever down to jog to
the next lower channel.) The next
channel above 13 reads zero (remember only 2 through 13 are
factory programmed). This is the
first position for UHF, and it must
be assigned a channel number (red
lever) and a tuning voltage (blue
lever).

Push up on the red (digits) lever,
and hold it there. The digits slowly

and automatically advance from
zero to 2, 3, etc. In the same way, a
continued pressure downward on
the red lever causes the channel
digits to count down. Stop at the
channel number you want programmed. (If you pause at the
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channel number of an active VHF
station, no picture appears. This
adjustment moves the digits only,
not the location or tuning.) Both
the location and the digital channel
number now have been programmed into the memory.
The blue lever adjusts the varactor-tuning DC voltage for the

AUTOMATIC

STAPLE GUNS
CUT WIRE & CABLE
INSTALLATION COSTS
.

without cutting into insulation!

.

Grooved Guide positions wire for
proper staple envelopment! Grooved Driving
Blade stops staple at right depth of penetration
to prevent cutting into wire or cable insulation!

(Figure 2). Also, one of the three
meter LEDs lights to indicate which
of the three ranges is in use. The
system varies the tuning voltage between zero and +30 volts. The voltage gradually increases when the
blue lever is held in the upper
position, and it slowly decreases
while the blue lever is held down. If
the meter is not reading the range
that you want, scan to the top,
where the meter suddenly returns to
zero at the left, and changes to the
next higher range. For example, at
channel 13 the meter has been near
the maximum deflection for the
high -VHF range. After you use the
green lever to find the first UHF

A
No.

T-18-Fits wires up to
3/16" in diameter.

-,17'.141111

BELL,
TELEPHONE,
THERMOSTAT,
INTERCOM,
BURGLAR
ALARM
and other low

voltage wiring.
Uses T-18

staples with 3/16" round crown
in 3/8" and 7/16" leg lengths

T-25-Fits wires up to
1/4" in diameter.

No.

Same basic construction
and fastens same
wires as No. T-18.

location above that, the meter
changes to the UHF scale with a
reading of zero volts. Therefore,
press up on the blue lever, holding
it there for several seconds as the
pointer slowly moves to the right
toward the desired channel number.
After you pass through the station,
press clown or up alternately on the
blue lever, as needed to give best
picture, color, and sound (just as
you adjust a fine-tuning control).
That completes the programming of
the first UHF channel. For the next
UHF channel, push up once on the

.

SAFE!

station. This tuning voltage is
measured by the panel meter,
which is calibrated in channels

Also used for
RADIANT
HEAT WIRE

r

d

Uses T-25 staples

with 1/4" round crown in 9/32",
.3/8", 7/16" and 9/16" leg lengths

NEW! Intermediate
No.

T-37-Fits wires and cables
up to 5/16" in diameter.
Same basic construction
as Nos. T-18 & T-25.

Also used for
CATV and
DRIVE RINGS in
stringing wires.

continued on page 22

Uses T-37 staples
with 5/16" round crown in 3/8".
1/2" and 9/16" leg lengths.

No. T-75-Fits wires and cables
up to 1/2" in diameter.
RADIANT HEAT
CABLE,
OF CABLE,

WIRE CONDUIT
COPPER TUBING
or any non-metallic
sheathed cable.
Also used as

DRIVE RINGS

Figure 3 The bottoms of these waveforms are at zero DC volts. Therefore, each
horizontal line represents the average DC voltage. The waveforms vary in pulse
width (duty cycle), and thus produce different DC voltages after passing through
three RC low-pass filters. The waveform on the left (A) was generated by
channel 2, and the tuning voltage was + 4.42. the wider pulses of the right
waveform (B), channel 6, gave a tuning voltage of +21.2.

in

stringing wires.

Uses T-75 staples with /2"
flat crown in 9/16", 5/8"
and 7/8" leg lengths.

r;
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Figure 4 "Keep -alive" voltage for the memories in IC103 and IC104 is supplied by two batteries.
For about 18 months after manufacture, the alkaline cell 201 supplies this voltage through D108.
When the set is not plugged into the power, diode 0107 prevents cell 201 and cell 101 from
discharging into the +5 -volt supply. With power, D107 brings in the normal operating voltage,
and D108 opens to disconnect the alkaline cell. During this time, the NiCad cell 101 is being
charged through R130 from the +5-volt supply. After it is charged, the NiCad cell will hold a
sufficient minimum voltage for about four months to prevent loss of memory. The other diodes
act as switches to prevent the ICs from being supplied by both the batteries and the normal
supply. It's not likely that a loss of battery voltage ever will occur. However, in that event, all
channels will require reprogramming.

Magnavox
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green lever to reach the next blank
position. Then program it with the
red and blue levers. Repeat the
procedure for any other UHF
channels. After all of the channels
are programmed, you can operate
the green lever as a channel selector
to check all of the active channels.
In my location, I programmed UHF
channels 19, 27, and 41, which left
five blank locations. In other words,
when starting at channel 12 and
going up, the next channel is 13,
then 19, 27, 41, zero, zero, zero,
zero, and zero, before starting with
channels 2, 3, 4, etc.
Push in the yellow knob (which
activates the AFT and disconnects
the programming controls), and use
the regular Touch -Tune buttons to
select each programmed channel,
especially the UHF stations. If any
one channel seems to have a
borderline frequency, pull out the
yellow knob, and jog the blue lever
for correct fine tuning. Push in the
yellow knob, then recheck all of the
programmed channels. This con22

cludes the programming adjust-

is

ments.

tuning voltage for the varactor

Cable channels

CATV systems often convert
UHF stations to an unused VHF
channel. Also, some systems change
the frequency of each station by a
megahertz or so. The Touch -Tune
adjustments can overcome both of
these problems.
Suppose a channel 25 station is
distributed on the channel 6 frequency. Merely program the channel digits for 25 (rather than 6), but
use the low -VHF range and the
blue lever to tune in the station on
channel 6.
Cable channels with only a slight
frequency shift can be accommodated easily. Push the buttons for
the nominal channel frequency, pull
out the yellow knob, and jog the
blue lever as needed for best fine
tuning. Push the yellow knob back
in.

the method of obtaining the DC

diodes in the tuners.
Generally speaking, digital circuits do NOT operate with or
produce a variable DC voltage.
Digital operation works with pulses
or square waves.
However, it's possible to obtain a
DC voltage from pulses, when the

conditions are right. First, the

pulses or square waves cannot be
fed through a coupling capacitor.
Instead, either the top or bottom of
the waveform must be at a DC
voltage (such as ground or B+).
Secondly, the pulses or square

That's all.
Developing The
Tuning Voltage

One of the most interesting
circuits of the Touch -Tune system

Both small tuners are mounted on a
side panel of the control chassis. The
alkaline cell is inside the housing to
the left of the tuners.
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

waves are filtered in a low-pass
circuit to remove the waveform, but
leave the average DC component,
which is developed by the filtering.
Given those conditions for obtaining a DC voltage from pulses or
square waves, it's a small step to
obtaining a variable DC voltage by
filtering pulses that vary in width
(duty cycle).
Look at the principle this way:
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Now, pulses and square waves
(that are clamped to ground or B+)
follow this same action. The average DC as read by a DC meter
equals the DC steady voltage after
the AC waveform is removed by a

+10.22

Maintaining The Memory
IC103 and IC104 each contains a
Random Access Memory (RAM) of
20 "locations." The data necessary
for pushbutton selection of the
channels is programmed into these
two ICs. (Incidentally, three of the
ICs use the new logic technology
called Integrated Injection Logic (or

squared L). I2L provides many
components on a chip, fast operation, and low current requirements.)
Unfortunately, the RAMs can be
deprogrammed by any total removal of the DC voltage from
certain inputs. To prevent this
problem, two battery cells are
provided, as shown in Figure 4.
Why two batteries? That takes a bit
of explaining.
The control unit is operating at
all times (except when the "vacation" switch is off, or when the
power cable is unplugged). So, it
appears that a NiCad single cell
I

continued on page 24

V

SUPPLY

1000 u F

60 Hz

9.5V PP
+3.6 V

low-pass filter.
Therefore, the Touch -Tune tuning voltage is developed by filtering
pulses whose width is determined
by the memory of the conditions
that were programmed into IC104.
Refer to Figure 3, for the actual
waveform and measurements from
the Magnavox circuit.
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.001

D104

assume an electronically driven
relay that passes a B+ voltage for
half of the time. To a DC meter,
this will measure the same as a
steady DC voltage of one-half of the
supply. Or, change the duty cycle
so the relay applies power for only
10% of the time. The DC meter will
average the voltage and give a
reading of 1/10 of the supply
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Figure 5 This complete power -supply schematic shows the sources of all tuner control DC voltages. Notice that two come from the TV chassis. The others are
present at all times when the set is plugged in and the master switch is on,
even after the TV is turned off. Regulation of the 5 -volt supply is accomplished
by a conventional series -pass transistor, whose base bias is clamped by zener
Z101. Out -of -phase clipped 60 -Hz signals are needed, and they are produced by
0128 and D129 (the waveforms are shown in Figure 6). The signals through
R401 and R402 to S305 are delayed in phase a bit, but otherwise have the same
waveshape as those at D128 and D129. 0120 has no forward bas except from
the 60 -Hz voltage coming through R406. Also, diode 0127 clips the negative
peak. Therefore, the output of 0120 at the collector consists of clean
square waves (see Figure 6). This is the 60 -Hz clock signal required by one of
the ICs.
23

Figure 6 The top trace of photo A is
the clipped output from D128, and the
bottom trace is the output waveform
from D129. Photo B shows the base
waveform (top trace) and the collector

waveform (bottom trace) of 0120,
which acts as a 60 -Hz clock.

Magnavox
continued from page 23

(under charge from the power
supply) would be a perfect standby
voltage source. But, there is a
problem. NiCads discharge slowly

between charges, and they are
completely discharged after about
four months. Even if the factory

installed

a

diode D108 opens when the alkaline cell voltage drops below that of
the NiCad. Thus, the alkaline cell is
effectively disconnected from the
supply voltage, and does not require removal after it fails.
The other diodes decouple the
battery voltage and the supply voltage so that only one source feeds
the ICs at a time.

charged NiCad, the

charge might be gone before the
TV was sold and plugged into the
power. In that case, all of the programming would be eliminated,
and all channels would require new
programming.
The answer is to include the
NiCad with a charging circuit, but
also to add an alkaline battery that
has a shelf life of about 18 months.
Both of the batteries and the
tuner -control power supply are decoupled by diodes. The NiCad is
charged when the power is on; but
when the power is off, D107
prevents the NiCad from feeding
the power supply. In addition,

Power Supply
Figure 5 shows the complete
power -supply schematic of the
Touch -Tune system. Seven DC voltages are required. Also generated
are a 60 -Hz square -wave that
functions as a clock signal, and two
phases of clipped 60 -Hz sine waves
for the digital display. Voltages on
the schematic are those measured
in the chassis, while several typical
waveforms are shown in Figure 6.
Two of the voltages come from
the TV chassis. These become zero
when the power is turned off by the
on/off button. All of the other
voltages are there at all times

(except when the power cable is unplugged).
There are no dial lamps or tubes
to glow and remind you that the
circuit is operating, so it's easy to
forget. You could burn up an ohmmeter by trying to check a supply
voltage for shorts.
Although I knew better, I made a
mistake that wasted much time.
The AFT was not operating while I
practiced programming, and without reading the entire Magnavox
explanation, I thought that a defect

had killed the AFT. (Actually,
pulling out the yellow knob defeats
the AFT.) Sure enough, the collector of Q107 checked about 8 ohms
to ground. That's the point
grounded by the Videomatic and
AFT switches when in the off position. Only after I had removed
C122 and Q107, plus checking
everywhere for the short, did I find
that conduction of Q107 was producing the short. The control power
was on (I had forgotten that), and
the yellow switch was out, so the

circuit called for saturation of
Q107. Well, after kicking myself for
such stupidity, I studied the circuit
more thoroughly. Remember my
mistake, and avoid a similar one.

Next Month
article about the
Magnavox Touch -Tune digital tuner control system, we have shown
you pictures of the system, and
provided a general idea of the way
the circuits operate.
Next month, we will continue
with detailed circuit analysis of the
various control functions.
In this first

Correction
In last month's article (Part
Most of the cables to the panel unit and the control chassis are long
enough (after the cable ties are removed) to permit locating the panel and
chassis on a table or bench near the TV. Only two extender cables are
required, and they can be obtained from Magnavox. All components of the
Touch -Tune system are easily accessible, and all functions can be
operated, when the two units are removed from the cabinet.

5),

the caption for Figure 5

should have read, "Major
components of the M110
color -oscillator module are
identified on the photograph."

ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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Hi there!
Here's a Pinwheel
Puzzle guaranteed
to have you going around in circles no matter how well versed you
are with Electronics! The
last letter of each word
is the first letter of the
next word. Fach correct
answer is worth 3
points; a perfect score
is 108. A high rating
should be fairly easy
except perhaps for someone who thinks "gram"

is a cracker, or that
"loudspeaker" is an angry housewife! One good
turn deserves another,
so (3O!

D OHM!
1

2

3
4

Sections of a switchboard.
Unites two or more wires to make
electrical connection.
Device for controlling current.
Sinusoidal wave with frequency
that's a multiple of fundamental
wave.

5
6
7
8
9

Clay -like substance which, after
processing, is used as insulation.
Receiver cabinet that stands on the
floor.
Type cf insulation that's baked on.
Greek letter to designate wavelength measurements.
To adjust components of a system
to proper interrelationship.

by Edmund A. Braun

condition, degree, quantity, or the like.
An interconnection.

10 The usual
11

protuberance.
Method of winding

12 A

a non -inductive
resistor.
14 Variety of electronic systems for
locating, direction -finding, etc.
15 Type of variable resistor.
16 High slender structure.
17 To enlarge a hole or to bevel out.
18 Something serving as a base,
backing, support, etc.
19 Connection, accidental or intentional. between earth or chassis, etc.
20 Arrangement of parts in a device to
facilitate servicing or improve efficiency.
21 A hard, silver -white metallic element much used in various alloys.
22 Connection wire for testing, etc.
23 Decreasing the amplitude of oscillations, waves, etc.
24 Mineral used as detector in early
radio sets of simple design.
25 The sound portion of a telecast.
26 Hard alloy of the platinum group.
27 Trade name of du Pont for a highly
durable plastic film of outstanding
strength.
28 Type of crystal -controlled vacuum
tube oscillator named for its inven-

13

tor.

nothing at all.
Instrument for direct reading of
resistance to flow of current.
A headed, malleable metal pin used
to fasten pieces together.
Messages handled by communications or amateur stations.
A waterproof, insulated bundle of
wires.
To give out; radiate; send forth.
Hand implement such as a screwdriver, wrench, pliers, etc.

29 Representing
30
31

32
33
34
35

Now turn your attention to the
solution on page 48.
November, 1977
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Easy Steps
to Successfii!
TVRepairs
By Terry L. Turner

After servicing TVs for many frustrating years, I've
come to the conclusion that a definite system is
essential for making rapid and successful repairs.
Luckily for you, those years of hard work and
inspired ideas have shown me the following foolproof
system of systems.
Now, you must follow the instructions precisely,
and in the proper order. It also might help to keep
your tongue firmly in your cheek as you do so. Here
is the amazing system:
1.

Approach the ailing TV with confidence.

Swagger up to it with the attitude that you already
know all possible defects, and you're slightly bored
because you've done the same thing time after time.
2. Determine the nature of the problem. This can
best be accomplished by: (A) asking the customer; (B)
consulting your horoscope; (C) consulting the customer's horoscope (B and C are known to us experts
as "scoping the set"); (D) or, as a last resort, turning
on the power and examining the chassis.

"He likes to keep his cool
when presented with a bill."

3. Find the solution. After you've determined the
nature of the problem, you must think of a solution.
Remove the back of the TV and look to see if all
those little glass bulbs are glowing. Of course, if the
set is one of those newfangled models with solid-state,
then proceed to step 3A.

3A. Use double talk. Tell the customer that his
framus is shot, and probably he needs a new clavicle.
This, of course, means nothing, but it sure impresses
the heck out of people, who are awed by this massive
display of knowledge. Your purpose for the diversion
is to obtain permission to cart the set back to the
shop. Who knows, maybe your wife again will point a
finger toward a resistor, saying, "Those blue and
purple stripes on that firecracker sure clash!"
Naturally, that component will be the one giving all
the trouble. Right?
26
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"Good Heavens! If the price of a service call
goes any higher, I'll be paying you more
than do my ironing lady."
I

4. Make the repair. If the repair is to be completed
in the home, perform it with the flair of an artist.
Pick up a screwdriver by the blade, flip it once or
twice in the air, and catch it by the handle. (Note:
don't reverse those instructions.) This provides a good
show for the kiddies of the home, and makes for
good customer relations. Of course, avoid throwing
the screwdriver too hard so it sticks in the ceiling or
one of the kiddies. Sometimes this curdles the

customer relations.
5. Present the bill. You've now reached the most
crucial and dangerous stage of the repair: collecting
for the work. This is the time when many technicians
cringe behind their color -bar generators. Fear not,
TV tech, you are protected by "the system." (Note: if
you are more than seven feet tall, and your hobby is
ripping telephone books in half, then skip over to the
actual presentation.) For the rest of us ordinary
mortals, the procedure is simple. Use diplomacy.
Look the customer straight in the eye and clearly
quote the total price. Watch for a reaction, for your
next move depends on the reaction. If he stares at
you with glassy eyes and with his mouth hanging
open, call for medical aid immediately; he's gone into
shock. But, if the veins in his neck stand out, his face
turns red, and small wisps of smoke drift up from his
collar, prepare to defend yourself. He's going to kill
you! On the other hand, if he nods slightly, and
reaches for his wallet or checkbook, congratulate
yourself. You have just completed the five steps and
gotten paid for your knowledge and labor.

"If the Chinese can cure this way,
figured why not me!"
I

These five steps are all you need to know about TV
repair. If, after studying these simple steps, you
believe they will help you in your own business, I'd
like to talk to you about some nice land in Florida,
overlooking a beautiful swamp, that I've been trying
E
to give away....er, sell.
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The picture tube is the
"end of the line" for
many signals and voltages, such as video, -Y
chroma signals, screen
voltages, focus voltage,
and high voltage. Therefore, it's not surprising
to learn of the many
varied symptoms produced by defects in
those circuits. Also,
such chassis defects can

Picture -Tube
Voltages...
the cause
of many
problems P..,,n

mimic some picture tube defects.

,

Picture -Tube Problems
All of the principal voltages and

signals of color -TV receivers are
designed to reach the picture tube.
Therefore, this area is noted for the
wide variety of problems and malfunctions that can occur there. If
we were forced to check each of
these with instruments, every repair
would require an excessive amount
of time. Luckily, it's usually possible to analyze the appearance of
the TV screen, thereby learning
enough about the problem that we
can limit the number of stages
needing detailed testing.

The sweep circuits and high
voltage will not be discussed here;
those are subjects needing a different approach. Instead, the voltages
and signals that are applied to the
base sockets of picture tubes will be
studied.

Symptoms
Typical symptoms of problems
caused by wrong voltages and
signals that are applied to the base
of the picture tube include: wrong

or intermittent gray -scale tracking;
wrong color hues or missing colors;
and, excessive or dim brightness.
It might surprise you to learn

that many other symptoms can
begin here, including: low contrast
and color saturation; loss of high
voltage; elimination of the raster;
color without video; and, excessive
blooming. The conditions tend to
be highly intermittent, and this
complicates the analysis and testing.

Chassis Or Picture Tube?
Most of these visible symptoms
result from defects in the chassis
circuits, although a few can appear
to be caused by a bad picture tube.
Now, it's embarrassing, as well as

damaging to your technical reputation, to have the same problem
symptoms remain even after you
have changed to a new picture
tube. Therefore, we need definite
tests to prove whether the chassis or
the tube is at fault.
Although we will attempt to
provide examples of most basic

28

problems, your best source of information and inspiration is your own
knowledge of how these circuits
operate. We might term this as
"theory in action."

Matrixing Inside
The Picture Tube
Figure 1 shows the partial schematic of a typical tube -equipped
color receiver. A control provides
DC voltages ranging from B+ to
B -boost for each of the three screen
grids. Each control grid is fed by

the amplified -Y chroma signal
from a demodulator. In addition, a
positive DC voltage is applied to
each grid, often by a resistor and
coupling capacitor in parallel, from
the plate of the -Y amplifier. The
correct -Y signal is necessary for
normal colors; while the correct
and unvarying DC voltage is essential for maintaining the desired
B&W screen color.
Video signals (with pots to allow
variation of amplitude) are applied
to the three picture -tube cathodes.
Now, the circuit would operate if
ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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Figure 1 Almost all tube -equipped color receivers matrixed
the video (Y) and chroma (-Y) signals inside the picture
tube, as shown. The precise DC voltages at the control
grids, screen grids, and cathodes affect the brightness or
gray -scale screen color and tracking. An open in the

primary winding of L1 causes excessive gun currents which
kill the high voltage instantly. When the secondary of L1
opens, the contrast is reduced, white parts of the picture
are compressed, and the brightness changes too easily,
causing blooming.

the three cathodes were fed the

reverse fashion) as the same change

B&W signals. Of course, almost all

same amplitude. But better tracking can be obtained when they are

of cathode voltage. In other words,
a 10 -volt increase of grid voltage
increases the tube current exactly
the same as a 10 -volt decrease of

TVs vary the brightness deliberately
by changing the video DC level,
and this change goes through the
video stages to the cathodes of the
picture tube.
Sometimes we forget that changes
of CRT grid voltage can vary either
the screen color or the overall
brightness.
Brightness is affected also by the
exact screen voltage of each gun.
Increasing the positive voltage at
one screen does increase the gun
current and brightness of that gun
(although the brightness difference
per volt of change is less than for
grids or cathodes). Erratic screen
controls have been known to cause
mysterious changes of screen color.
Next, we'll give some examples of
troubles in circuits similar to Figure

independently adjusted. However,
the same waveform of video goes to
all three cathodes.
Matrixing of the color and B&W
video signals occurs inside the
picture tube. Remember that any
picture tube is only a specialized
type of tube. In grounded grid (or
grounded base) amplifiers, the input signal goes to the cathode (or
emitter, with transistors). Although
the impedance is lower and the
output phase is reversed, amplification still occurs. (In color TVs,
the phase reversal is cancelled by a
previous phase reversal in the video
circuit.) So it is with picture tubes;
both the grid (chroma) signal and
the video cathode signal affect the
total electron current, and matrixing therefore occurs in the electron
stream.
Take special note of this principle: a specific change of grid
voltage affects the electron current
exactly the same (although in

cathode voltage does.

Effects Of Bias Changes
True bias of a picture tube is the
instantaneous difference in the voltages at each grid and its corre-

sponding cathode; this includes
both DC and AC voltages. Usually
we measure the grid and cathode
voltages to ground, and this requires subtraction of the positive
grid voltage from the positive
cathode voltage to give the negative
grid bias. A more direct method is
to measure between grid and
cathode.
A DC bias change to just one
gun (and no change of the other
two biases) shifts the gray-scale
tracking, and gives a red, blue, or
green tint to a B&W picture.

An identical bias change to all
three guns shifts the brightness, but
maintains the balance of color and

1.

Low Color Saturation
Away back about 1963, one
model of color receiver often
seemed to have an insufficient or
barely -sufficient amount of color.
continued on page 30
29
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Picture Tube
continued from page 29

In many cases, the solution was
simple: just decrease the screen
voltages and retrack the B&W
screen color.
You see, brightness alone is not
enough. The beams must be modulated from full intensity to complete
cutoff. This is one aspect of
contrast.
Perhaps the idea of visible contrast on the screen of a picture tube
being affected by the various DC
voltages has not occurred to you
before. But, it's true.
Think of the picture tube as if it
were a small pentode audio tube.
When the grid bias is highly
negative and almost has the plate
current cut off, we find that the
screen -grid voltage affects the cur-

can sum up the conclusion by
saying: less swing of the bias is
required to vary the plate current
when the screen-grid voltage is low.
When applied to picture tubes, the
conclusion is: a low screen -grid
voltage increases the contrast.
Of course, decreases of screen
voltage can be carried too far.
Picture tubes have better beam
focus, and thus a sharper picture at
high brightness, when the screen
voltages are high.

Blank Raster
When the brightness was turned
down, the action was normal until

the picture became moderately
bright. But, when the control was
turned for less brightness, the
B&W picture gradually disappeared, leaving just a blank dim
raster with bright vertical -retrace
lines. (Circuits similar to Figure 1
will show color when it's turned up.
Pre -CRT matrixing circuits, as in
Figure 2, lose both color and video.)

rent more than a proportionate
change of bias. (This corresponds to
low brightness with a picture tube.)
On the other hand, when the
negative grid bias is low and the
plate current is high, the precise
screen voltage is not critical, and
the bias affects the plate current
more. (This corresponds to high
brightness with a picture tube.)
After we digest these facts, we

The cause of this symptom
usually is excessive screen voltages.
Here's how it happens: higher
screen voltages require that the

R

B

G

nately, this higher picture -tube
cathode voltage can be obtained
only by applying more negative grid
bias to the video -output tube, in
turn increasing the plate voltage,
which is coupled to the CRT
cathodes. However, as the bias
approaches cutoff, the tube amplification decreases, finally reaching a
point of no output. Even then, the
CRT cathode voltages are not
positive enough for a black raster,
so the screen shows a blank dim
raster with vertical retrace lines
(because the blanking of the video
has been lost).
The solution is easy; merely
retrack the gray -scale, after reducing all three screen controls.

Incidentally, this problem often
occurs after a technician has attempted to adjust the raster color
without doing the whole procedure
for gray -scale tracking. Or, perhaps
he had adjusted the screens to the
top in an effort to brighten a raster
that was too dim because of a parts
defect, then he forgot to reset the
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RED

MATRIX

BLUE

MATRIX

DRIVE

-Y

SIGNAL

BLUE SIGNAL

PICTURE TUBE

DRIVE

-Y

GREEN

VIDEO OR
Y SIGNAL

Figure 2 Many solidstate color sets matrix
the video and chroma
signals in power -amplifier stages that drive
the CRT cathodes.

cathode voltages become more positive than usual to cut off the guns
and give a black raster. Unfortu-
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screens following the repair.
The only component in Figure 1
that can cause the same symptoms
is an open in R10, which gives the
same effect as misadjusted screen
controls.

Picture Has
Areas In Color

A B&W

When some areas of a B&W
picture (or a colorcast with the
color turned down) show weak and
wrong colors, check the drive
controls for opens, and test for
heater -to-cathode shorts in the picture tube.
Examine Figure 1, and imagine
an open at the high end of R1, the
green drive control. The green gun
would have minimum video, while
the blue and red usually have
settings near maximum. DC bias of
the green gun is not affected much
(R4 and R5 are supposed to apply
about the same DC voltage to the
bottom of the drive controls as is
applied to the top by the video
circuit). Therefore, the bright highlights of the picture would have full
current from the blue and red guns,
but only partial current from the
green gun. This makes the highlights magenta, and the lowlights
are cyan.
Now, imagine a short between
heater and the red cathode, when
the red drive control is operated at
maximum. The heater of the picture tube has a positive voltage
applied to it (to minimize such H -K
shorts), and it is bypassed to
ground. Therefore, the red cathode
now is bypassed to ground with a
0.1 microfarad capacitor, which
removes all of the video from the
red cathode. But that's not all.
Since the red drive is at maximum,
the video is removed from all three
cathodes. The picture has only the
chroma signals, which appear almost normal, except the picture is
very blurred.
Not all H -K shorts remove all of
the video. Imagine a short between
heater and the blue cathode, when
the blue drive control is adjusted
about in the center. All of the blue
video is eliminated, but the DC
remains about the same. The video
to the red and green cathodes is
blurred slightly, but neither the

noticeably different. However, the
picture has yellowish highlights (red
plus green) and blue lowlights with
a B&W picture.
Although these shorts and opens
also affect the color reproduction,

the color degradation is more
subtle. Therefore, I strongly recommend turning down the color at the
beginning of your diagnosis, any

time there is any suspicion of
similar defects.
No High Voltage
Excessive high -voltage current
through the picture tube can load
down the sweep circuit and kill the
high voltage. A common occurrence
in some models is an open (often
continued on page 32
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Figure 3 The Sony Trinitron has only one gun,
one grid, and one screen
(or G2). but there are
three cathodes.
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continued from page
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intermittent) in the primary winding of peaking coil L1 in Figure 1.
Notice that all of the DC voltage
for the video plate comes through
the coil, including the balancing
DC voltage at the bottom of the
drives. Therefore, an open L1
reduces all three cathode voltages
almost to zero. At the same time
the three grids might have between
+120 to +170 volts. In other
words, the picture -tube bias is
positive by more than 100 volts! Of
course, the guns draw a huge
current for a split second before the
overload kills the HV.
In intermittent cases, the HV
leaves so rapidly that the screen
gives absolutely no clue. Either the
picture is there, or the raster is
black; there is no sign of any
blooming in between those two
conditions.
Your best bet to find such an
open coil winding is to check the
DC voltages, starting with the
picture -tube cathodes and working
back to the resistors and the
peaking coil. Ohmmeter tests are
not very reliable when the open is

intermittent.
Focus Voltage
Color picture tubes that require
between 4 KV and 6 KV of focus
voltage will not show a raster if the
focus voltage is missing. In con32

trast, the low -voltage -focus tubes
(requiring between zero to several
hundred volts) show a bright raster
and picture even with zero focus
voltage (of course, the raster lines
might be blurred). Check the schematic voltages to determine which

Apparently, the leakage voltage
was higher than the voltage from
the focus rectifier; therefore, the
diode was reverse biased and could
not conduct. That's why the focus

transformer could not change the
focus voltage.

type is used.
So, add "missing focus voltage"
to your list of things causing loss of

raster.
Incidentally,

I have encountered
several cases of out -of-focus pictures where all components of the
focus system were normal. All of
these circuits used a separate focus
rectifier (either a tube or a diode).
One case is vivid in my mind. I
used a HV probe to monitor the
focus voltage, and found the voltage
to be too high. What's more,
adjustment of the focus transformer
did not change the focus voltage at
all. After some time, I assumed the
extra voltage was coming from
inside the picture tube, probably
from the mask or other internal
parts that connect to the high
voltage. This was proved by disconnecting the focus wire and finding

the same voltage there. While the
wire was not connected, I grounded
it a couple of times until no spark
could be seen. When the circuit was
restored, the focus -transformer ad-

justment worked correctly, and
good focus was obtained.

Comments
Before we leave Figure
need these facts:
A

1,

we

malfunction that changes the

DC voltage at the output of one of

the -Y amplifiers, shifts the grayscale B&W screen color. Such
defects are more common than are
bad parts in the drive -control
circuitry. Therefore, a good tip for
cases of wrong B&W raster color is
to check the components and
voltages of the -Y amplifier stages.
In rare instances, an open or erratic
CRT screen control can upset the
balance of colors in the raster.
Insufficient or excessive brightness can be caused either in the -Y
amplifier stages (perhaps a blanker
defect, or a supply voltage failure)
or in the video -amplifier stages.
The latter is more likely. Therefore,
first check the video stages and DC
voltages for the cause of wrong
brightness.
Some exceptions have been given
already, but these tips emphasize
the most -likely causes of the problems.
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

Pre -CRT Matrixing
Many of the newer solid-state
television receivers matrix the video
and -Y chroma signals, and amplify
them before the pure red, blue, and
green signals reach the picture tube
(usually to the three cathodes, as
shown in Figure 2). Some models
have an adjustable voltage fed to all
three control grids in parallel;
others apply a fixed voltage to all
three.
All variations have video -drive
controls and individual screen controls. The drive controls do two
things. Lower resistance of a drive
control applies increased video to
the matrixing transistor. Also, most
circuits feed the chroma -Y signals
to the base of a power transistor,
while the video is supplied to the
emitter of the same transistor. So,
decreasing the drive resistance reduces the emitter -to-ground voltage
(which is an increase of forward
bias). The increased bias lowers the
collector voltage (connected to the
corresponding CRT cathode), and
increases the brightness of that one

one screen -grid voltage.

Symptoms

Therefore, both the control grid
and the screen grid voltages can
affect the brightness, but not the
B&W screen color.

The picture on the TV that had
an RCA CTC36M chassis was badly
out of focus, and the colors were
pale. "Bad picture tube" was the
snap diagnosis. But I spoke too
soon, for tube -tester checks showed
the emissions of the guns to be

Case History #1
Two examples showing how circuit problems can be mistaken for
a bad picture tube are presented

next.

acceptable.
During additional tests, I noticed
that the high voltage and focus
continued on page 34

color. Both the brightness and
contrast are increased.
In systems of this kind, the drive
controls are used for best tracking
of highlights (brightest parts of the
picture), and the screen controls of
the picture tube are adjusted for
best balance and tracking of the
dark parts of the picture (lowlights).
Usually the screens are adjusted
while the vertical sweep is eliminated. This represents gun currents
that are much less than those
giving near -black areas, and provides extreme accuracy and speed.
Comments

Most of the troubles previously
discussed also apply to the pre -CRT

matrixing circuits. However, the
three paralleled grids stop any
possibility of a single grid -voltage

shift changing the raster color.
Video defects are the most likely
source of brightness problems.
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Trinitron
Figure 3 shows the base wiring of
Trinitron single -gun picture tubes.
Although the theory, construction,
and operation of these tubes are
very different from the others, the
CRT base wiring is similar. Of
course, the single -gun type requires
only one control -grid voltage, and

fingers. No electrical shock.

No burned
AT LONG
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Picture Tube
continued from page 33

voltage became erratic at normal to -high brightness, but were okay at
low brightness. Also, each grid of
the picture tube measured about 20
volts DC too high. The reduced
CRT bias voltages allowed the guns
to draw excessive current, and the
high current was loading down the
high voltage, causing poor focusing
and a small amount of blooming.
Repairs

After I gave up the idea of a
picture -tube defect, I located the
cause of the problem within a
reasonable time. The blanker tube
(V 19B in Figure 4) was weak and
gassy.
Circuit operation

Many techs are mixed up about
the operation of the blanker stage
in the CTC36. One false belief is
that the diode (X18 in Figure 4)

passes the negative -going pulses
the plate of VISA to the
picture -tube grid. That seems logical, since the tube is usually called a
"horizontal -blanking" tube, and
negative pulses to the grid of a
from

picture tube would produce blanking. Unfortunately, it just isn't so.
Of course, the sharing of a common
cathode resistor (R 159) with the

chroma-bandpass amplifier tube
does blank out the burst from the
chroma signal. But no pulses reach
the CRT grids.
Here's the correct operation:
Resistor R186 tries to charge
coupling capacitor C119 (and the
grid of the picture tube) to the full
+280 volts coming from the power
supply;

Opposing this climb to the
supply voltage are the negative -going pulses from the plate of VISA.
During the time of each pulse, thé
cathode of X18 becomes more
negative than the anode. When that

happens, the diode conducts,
clamping the CRT grid voltage (and
the charge in C119) to the instantaneous voltage at the tip of the
pulse. Let's assume a 180 -volt -peak
pulse, which would set the tip at
+100 volts. Therefore, the CRT grid end of C119 would be charged
to +100 volts;
Between pulses, X18 opens, and

R

Figure

4 A

malfunc-

the voltage through R186 adds to
the charge in C119. (Without
pulses, it would increase to supply
voltage, +280 volts.) But, the time
constant is long, and the charge
increases only a volt or two before
the next negative pulse arrives at
X18, causing clamping again to the
tip voltage;
Therefore, the CRT grid voltage
varies only a couple of volts.
Scope waveforms at the picture tube grids show merely a few volts
of ripple, produced by the short
conduction times of the diodes.
Perhaps it would help if you
thought of X18 as a rectifier of the
pulses, with C119 acting as the
peak -reading capacitor. As you
know, series rectifier circuits have a
very low amplitude of ripple.
Using diode gating to reset each
CRT grid voltage is necessary to
prevent a shift of DC voltage because of the non -symmetrical signal
waveforms there.
Comments

Failure of the bias diodes is
common. But note this: either an
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open diode or a leaky one drastically raises the DC voltage of the
associated CRT grid. Therefore, the
best test is to disconnect one end of
any suspected diode and measure
forward and reverse resistances by
using an ohmmeter.
Case #2
No raster could be obtained on

the Zenith that had a 16Z8C50
chassis, for the high voltage measured almost zero. However, the HV
would return if the CRT socket was
removed from the base, or if the
HV lead was disconnected from the
picture tube.

Another technician had diagnosed the problem as being caused
by a bad picture tube. However, the
HV returning when the base socket
was removed pointed to wrong bias
of the picture tube. Check all the
DC voltages at the picture tube to
verify such a suspicion.
In this case, none of the CRT
cathodes had any appreciable DC
voltage, but all of the grids were
positive. This proved that the loss
of HV was caused by positive grid

reason to suspect leakage of the
spark gaps in the socket.

bias of the CRT guns.
By a series of voltage and
resistance measurements, I found
R76 was burned enough to reduce
the resistance, and the 12HL7 tube
had a plate -to-suppressor short (see
Figure S). Replacement of the tube
and resistor brought back the high
voltage.

is

Suggestions

If the symptoms hint at

a

possible CRT problem, use a picture -tube tester to check the emission of all guns, and for possible
shorts or leakage.
Emission tests should be made
before the TV is operated, if

Comments
This case history underlines the

possible. Weak guns sometimes
drift to increased emission over a
period of 15 to 30 minutes, and
operation of the TV often obscures
these varying emission conditions.
Another indirect test of picture
tubes is to operate the TV chassis
on a test -jig setup. If your test tube
has good brightness and focus, and
does not display the malfunction
that was present with the chassis
operating with its own tube, this is
proof the old tube is bad.
Your DC voltmeter and scope
(and particularly the DC meter) are
the best test equipment to use when
the symptoms point toward a wrong
signal or DC voltage at the color
picture tube.

importance of voltage measurements for proving whether a chassis
defect or a bad picture tube is
causing the trouble.
Also, many of the CRT base
sockets now have several spark gaps
internally, to prevent damage to the

chassis solid-state components.
These spark gaps can become leaky
or shorted and simulate a bad
picture tube or a defective circuit in
the chassis. One quick test is to
disconnect the chassis end of the
socket metal ground strap, and
measure the voltage between the
strap and ground, with the receiver
in operation. The voltage should be
nearly zero. Any reading above zero
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5 In a

Zenith 16Z8C50, excessive gun currents had killed the high voltage. Use DC -voltage analysis to find similar

problems.
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The Basics of
Industrial

Electronics, Part 5
By J. A. "Sam" Wilson, CET

Inductance -type passive transducers are
analyzed in this concluding coverage of
transducers.

transducers have been examined in
preceding articles. In this part, the
subject is transducers which change
inductance according to the conditions being monitored.

oppose any change of current
through it. It is the characteristic
that forces an inductor to oppose or
impede the flow of alternating
current.
Inductance of a coil enables it to

Properties Of (Inductance
Here are two definitions of inductance:
Inductance of a coil causes it to

store energy in the form of a
magnetic field.
An inductor or coil operates by
the magnetic field that surrounds
the conductor of a current, so any

Resistive and capacitive types of

change of field strength affects the
operation of the inductor.
Inductive reactance

The opposition of a coil to the
tlow of alternating current is called
inductive reactance (XL), and it is
expressed in ohms.
Mathematically, XL = 2 pi FL.

Therefore, the inductive reactance
increases from an increase of freELECTRONIC SERVICING
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quency (F) and/or the increase of
inductance (L).
With inductive transducers, the
varying reactance of the inductor
determines the amount of circuit
current, according to the condition
of the material being sensed. In

other words,

a

change of the

These two actions can be combined
in a helpful tool for determining
whether an inductance is too small
or too large for the best operation
of a circuit. The tool is a "tuning
wand," illustrated in Figure 3A. As
we go through the explanation.
remember that the current through

series -tuned circuit is maximum
at the resonant frequency.
In Figure 3B, the resonance of
the tuned circuit is below the input
a

frequency; therefore, the alternating
current is not maximum, but has
an intermediate value. When the
copper end of a tuning wand is

condition that's being monitored
produces a corresponding change of
the reactance, and it in turn
modifies the amount of current in
the control circuit.

continued on page 38

SOFT IRON CORES

Effect Of Cores
An iron core inserted into a coil
(see Figure 1) produces an increase
of inductance and inductive reactance. In practice, the core must
be laminated or made of powdered
iron to minimize the core losses at
high frequencies, but this does not
alter the basic principle. (In Figure
1, the term "soft iron" refers to
iron that cannot permanently hold
magnetism.)
Position indicator

COIL
COIL

Figure 1 The inductance of a coil is increased by the addition of an iron core.
For high -frequency operation, the core should be made of powdered -iron
particles held in place by insulating material.

One practical application of the
core principle is shown in Figure 2.
When the core is completely inside
the coil, the inductance and re-

IRON CORE INSIDE
OF COIL

actance "are maximum. Therefore,
the current is low, and is not strong
enough to energize the relay. The
contact points are in the open
position to illuminate the correct position light.
When the material being monitored is too far to the left, the core
is withdrawn from the coil, reducing the inductance and the reactance, which allows increased
current. The stronger current energizes the relay, pulling down the
contact and illuminating the wrong position light.
Of course, the change of inductance and reactance is gradual,
when the core is moved gradually,
but the relay has a snap action so it
either is on or off. For other applications, the gradual change of inductance can provide an analog meter readout of the position or
dimension of a work item.

MINIMUM
CURRENT

CORE OUT OF COIL

MAXIMUM
CURRENT

11

RELAY IS
ENERGIZED

Position of an object can be sensed by connecting it to the
the core is inside the coil, the coil inductance and
reactance are high, giving low current which does not trip the relay.
drawing the core reduces the inductance, allowing increased current
Figure

2

Using a tuning wand
A copper core in a coil decreases
the inductance, while a powdered -

coil.

iron core increases the inductance.

the relay.
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ALTERNATING
CURRENT
METER

Figure

3

A

"tuning

wand" (A) has one tip
of copper and one of
iron. (B) Current is less
than normal, because
the LC circuit resonates
below the input fre-

VAI
COPPER TIP

,..:::
.....,.

l
INSULATOR

POWDERED - IRON

quency. (C) Inserting
the copper tip of the
wand reduces the coil
inductance, raising the
resonant point to 100
KHz, and producing
maximum current. (D)
When the wand iron tip
is inserted in the coil,
the inductance is increased, lowering the
resonant point to 96
KHz, which reduces the
current below the original amount.

TIP

TUNING WAND

IRON

HIGHER CURRENT

COPPER

LOWER CURRENT

IRON

96 kHz

Industrial
continued from page 37

inserted into the coil (Figure 3C)
the coil inductance is decreased,
raising the resonant point to 100
kHz. and providing maximum current.
Inserting the powdered -iron tip
of the wand into the coil (Figure
3D) increases the inductance and
lowers the resonance to 96 kHz.
This additional mistuning results in
a small current.
With parallel -tuned circuits, the
signal voltage is monitored as the
two tips are inserted in turn. If
both tips reduce the signal equally,
the tuned circuit is adjusted to the
correct frequency. If the copper tip
increases the signal level, the frequency of the tuned circuit is too
low. Conversely, a signal increase
with the iron tip proves the
frequency is too high. Of course,
the amount of correction by the
wand is limited, so no change
probably indicates an error that's
too large to be helped.
The Effects Of Turns
Additional turns of wire on a coil
increase the inductance. In practical
devices, it is difficult to vary the
38

number of turns except by means
of a shorting bar (Figure 4).
Shorting across three turns of the
coil is the same as removing three
turns (except for a loading effect
when the various turns have tight
coupling; a lower load reduces the
Also, the dimensions and shape
of the coil winding affects the
inductance. All of the coils of
Figure 5 have the same number of

MAXIMUM INDUCTANCE

turns, but each has a different
inductance. The coil of Figure 5A is
used as a standard. When the
diameter of the coil form is
increased (Figure 5B), but the
number of turns and the spacing
remains the same, the inductance is
increased.
But, if the diameter and number
of turns are the same, a wider
spacing of the turns on a longer
coil form decreases the inductance.

REDUCED INDUCTANCE

Figure 4 A shorting bar or shorting jumper gives the effect of removing turns
from a coil, thus decreasing the inductance.
ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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Save design, troubleshooting

and evaluation time with the
Fluke Temperature Probe.

(Equations for inductance can be
simplified by relating the inductance to the core area, rather
than to the core diameter. Therefore, it is not necessary to specify
the cross-sectional shape of the
core.)

Magnetostriction Effect

Magnetostriction refers to the
dimension change of magnetic material when it is affected by a
magnetic field. The Joule Effect is
the name given to the change in
length of a magnetic material when
the magnetic flux through it is
varied. Also, there is a reverse
effect (called the Villari Effect),
where a change of dimension of a
magnetized material in turn
changes the amount of magnetiza-

The 80T-150 Temperature Probe can be used with any voltmeter to quickly locate malfunctioning and overstressed components, or to confirm difficult thermal calculations.

The Fluke 80T-150 applications. Additionally,
Temperature Probe eas- a 350V standoff allows
ily converts any DVM to measurement of live cira direct reading ther- cuits. It is fast respondmometer (1mV/degree). ing and battery powered.
Range is -50°C to +150°C $125.*
Call today-800-426(or -58°F to +302°F),
and the probe can be used 0361 toll-free-and ask
in surface, air or liquid for Application Bulletin

tion.
Magnetostriction transducer
Figure 6 shows one practical

application of the magnetrostrictive
effect: a transducer that converts
an AC signal into high-energy,
high -frequency sound waves. These
supersonic sound waves clean dirty
components that are immersed in a
fluid. They literally shake the dirt
loose and into suspension.
Other kinds of supersonic equipment are useful for testing and
inspecting specific materials.

AB -28 for information on
other ways to make ther-

mal measurements with
the 80T-150. Or, write:
John Fluke Manufacturing
Co., Inc., P.O. Box 43210,

Mountlake Terrace, WA
98043.
*U.S. Price Only

FLUKE
1806-7014
For Literature Only Circle (1)

On Reply Card
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Variable -Reluctance
In

Transducers
diagrams, magnetic field

strength usually is represented by
flux lines. Stronger fields require
more flux lines through a given
cross-sectional area.
It is easier to establish flux lines
in some materials-such as iron or
steel-than it is in many other
materials (such as air). Reluctance
is the name given to the opposition
that a material offers to the
forming of flux lines.
The elements of magnetic circuits
versus electric circuits sometimes
are compared as shown in Table 1.
Incidentally, the term "electromotive force" would fit better in
the table as a "cause." But the
term no longer is in favor. In the
new concept. a volt is a unit of
work, and not a force. As used in
science, work is equal to force
multiplied by distance. A volt, then,
is the amount of work done by
continued on page 40

A bright way for you to
save on a four -pack of
Perma Power
Color-Brites
Save money now on a four -pack of the

popular Perma Power C-511 Color -Brite
...while you warm the heart of someone
special with the beautiful gold-plated
15" floating heart necklace. Necklaces like
this sell in fine stores for $4.95, but it's
yours free with your purchase. Designed
by Elsa Pareté, it's a gift that's sure to brighten her day. You'll brighten your day too, as
you save more than $1.00 per Britener, on the
Britener you use most often. And your cusomers will give you heartfelt thanks, because
Model C-511 Color -Brite immediately restores
sharpness, detail and contrast to faded color picture tubes...defers the need to buy a new picture tube.

l

PERMA POWER
inc.
Electronics
5615

West Howard Avenue Chicago Illinois 60648
For More Details Circle
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Offer valid only while supply lasts.
Hurry to your distributor today!
-

Telephone (31 2) 647-9414

I

(17) on Reply Card
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Industrial
continued from page 39

PE

a unit charge around
a
defined circuit. Also, to be technically accurate, we must say that
magnetomotive force is measured in
units of work.
From Table I. you can conclude
correctly that varying the reluctance
of a magnetic circuit also varies the

moving

flux.
Figure 5 Changing the diameter of the coil winding and changing the
spacing between the turns produces a different inductance of a coil.
SOUND WAVES

MA GNETO STR I CT I VE

Faraday's Law

Before studying variable -reluctance transducers, we should
review the concept of Faraday's
Law. It states that relative motion

between a conductor and a magnetic field produces a voltage.
Transformers operate under this
principle. Changes of primary cur-

CORE

N

rent produce changes of flux
around the secondary winding,
induces a voltage in
winding.
which

OSCILLATOR

Figure 7 This variablereluctance circuit senses
vibration by the movement of a vane in the
magnetic path. Position
of the vane giving a
large gap (A) allows
only a small flux to
travel around the core.
When the vane briidges
the gap (B), the flux is
increased. Rapid movements of the probe and
vane cause fast changes
of reluctance and flux,
producing an AC signal
at the output winding.

The variable -reluctance transducer of Figure 7 is designed to
sense vibration. A DC current in
one winding establishes a flux in
the soft -iron circuit. When the

POWER

AMPLIFIER

Figure 6 The magnetostrictive effect causes the length of
step with the AC signal from an amplifier.
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Want to cut out
sensor vane is at an angle to the
gap (Figure 7A), the flux is at
minimum because of the large air
space.
Figure 7B shows the vane in line
with the gap, allowing maximum
flux through the low -resistance path
across the small gap. Movements of

the vane cause

a

varying flux.

which produces an AC voltage at
the output terminals.
Although this is an active transducer --because it emits an output

voltage-it

is presented because of
the variable -reluctance operation.
Also. the principle. with minor
modifications, applies to saturable
reactors, which are passive components.

Magnetometer
Magnetic fields can be sensed by
the magnetometer of Figure 8.
Complex versions are used to
measure the strengths of magnetic
fields accurately.
Here's how it operates: When
there is no external magnetic field,

the core of the coil saturates
equally on the positive peak and on
the negative peak of the signal
source. An external magnetic field
adds to the coil flux during one
half -cycle and subtracts from it on
the following half-cycle, producing
a change of waveform. Changes of
waveform have been exaggerated to
demonstrate the point.

Comments
When we elaborate about actual
devices used in industrial sensors,
one of the important types to be
discussed will be the instruments
that determine shaft rotation. For
example, a magnet can be fastened
on a rotating shaft. Each time it
passes a coil of wire, a voltage pulse
is produced. The repetition rate can
be counted directly or it can be
read-out on an analog meter.

a career as a
two-way radio

technician?

MTI offers the only training for
professional FM two-way radio
available. Qualified technicians
are employed in government, industry, and public service. But
training is your key.
You could cut out a career as
a two-way radio technician by
cutting out this coupon. We'll
send you information on how you
can learn more about this specialized field, at home.

Name

Address
City

State/Zip

-

114tel

Another variation has the coil
wound over a magnet, and the
pulse from the coil occurs each
time an" iron or steel vane passes
the coil.

-

formerly

MOTOROLA TRAINING
INSTITUTE
Summerdale, Pennsylvania 17093L

For More Details Circle

TABLE

Cause
Effect

Opposition

1

113.1

(18) on Reply Card

Comparison Of Electric And Magnetic Circuits

Electric
Circuit

Magnetic
Circuit

voltage
current
resistance

magnetomotive force
flux
reluctance

'

"4LERS ASS°c.*

EXTERNAL

MAGNETIC FLUX

f

WE'RE GROWING!
to better represent

YOU
the successful service
business operator.

*Over 2500 firms belong
*39 State Affiliates
*167 Local Associations

YOU CAN JOIN!
and learn how to make
money and work less hours
IS WAVEFORM WITH FLUX
IS WAVEFORM WITHOUT FLUX

Figure 8 External magnetic fields can be detected by phase and linearity
changes of the output signal. The external flux aids one peak of the input AC,
but it subtracts from the opposite peak.
November, 1977

.

Write today for a
membership application
and more information.
1715 Expo Lane

Indianapolis, Indiana 46224
Phone (317) 241-8172
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"I can't say that

I

approve of

your troubleshooting methods, Granby."

COLOR
TELEVISION

"I found their trouble.
The entire family is color-blind."
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"Surely you can find a better way to build
a one -second delay into the circuit
than to use 186,000 miles of wire."

s>
SERVICE
DEPT.

"The hard part of this job is trying to keep up
with all the advances in the field."

ELECTRONIC SERVICING

booki
Security Electronics

Electronic Meters: Techniques and Troubleshooting

Author: John E. Cunningham
Publisher: Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W.
62nd Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46268
Size: 192 pages
Price: $5.95 paperback

Author: Miles Ritter -Sanders, Jr.
Publisher: Reston Publishing Company, Inc., Reston,
Virginia 22090
Size: 299 pages
Price: $16.95 hardbound

This second edition describes the operating principles

Purpose of the troubleshooting guide is to bridge the
gap between classroom instruction and field or shop
hands-on training. The material is suitable for home
study, or for junior -college and trade -school classes,
and the author assumes that the reader has completed
basic training in electronic theory. After a preliminary
analysis of typical trouble symptoms, he gives
examples of various troubleshooting techniques. The
chapters progress from a brief overview of basic
meter movements to color television analysis, with an

of electronic security devices and systems, including

the technical advances made since the first edition
appeared in 1970. Chapters cover: a general
description of electronic intrusion alarms; principles
of various intrusion detection devices; object detectors; alarm and signalling devices; accessories
common to all systems; practical installations; bugging

and debugging; and speech -scrambling systems.
Completely -new chapters cover: automobile protec-

tion; personnel -identification and statement -verification systems; and computers as integral parts of
security systems. The text covers the subject in
sufficient detail to enable the electronics man to apply
his knowledge and experience to the security field.

Dbototactó 1

additional chapter about troubleshooting scopes,

CCTVs, and fuel -vapor detectors. Quantitative considerations are illustrated, and the use of mathematics
has been minimized. This text is a practical guide for
testing a variety of modern electronic equipment.

l

TRUETONE
Models WEG27698-87/91C-87/97C-87/998-87

1675-2

SHARP
19A73, 19A75

1691-1

HITACHI
I-60

1695-1

RCA

Chassis CTC74AD/AF/AM/AN/AT
Chassis CRK24C. CTP23A/B

1695-2
1695-2-A

SYLVANIA
Chassis A16-7

1691-2

CURTIS MATHES
Chassis CMC -57

1692-1

MAGNAVOX
Chassis T985-05/-06/-07/-08, T986-06

1696-1

ZENITH
Chassis 19GB1Z

1692-2

TEKNIKA
CI -3113

1696-2

TV2-2057A

1693-1

K MART
SKC-1310, SKC-1510

1697-1

QUASAR
Chassis DTS-/ETS-951 (Codes B-00 thru B-03)

1693-2

SYLVANIA
Chassis E20-6

1697-2

ADMIRAL
Chassis 9M50ET2M (Codes

1694-1

MIDLAND
15-023/-034

1698-1

CORONADO

11

thru 19)

TRUETONE

SCJ3712A-77
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RCA

1694-2

Chassis CTC85A/B/D

1698-2
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Figure 1. Twelve pushbuttons on the
selector panel of the Jerrold TRC-82
TV remote control system can tune in
a total of 24 TV channels, when used
with the off -VHF -UHF lever switch (at
the left). A variable fine-tuning control
is provided fOr those sets that do not
have AFT. The UHF channels must be
adjusted at the time of installation; a
simple process. Only DC -tuning and
relay voltages go through the small diameter 25' cable that connects the
pushbutton and converter units.

^

Tie

U3 fest lab

Older versio-ns were mechanical

controls have been improved greatly, and have few or no moving
parts. However, even these only
work with certain sets. One reason
is that the tuning and control functions are accomplished by DC voltages from the remote circuits.
Therefore, the remotes and TVs
must be designed to work together
as complementary units.
Only one brand of remote can be
operated with any make or model
of color or B&W TV: the Jerrold
model TRC-82. Of course, there are
a few limitations (such as no
control over sound, color, or tint),
but the advantages outweigh them.

monsters, requiring several motors
and relays, because the tuner and
other controls were rotated by the
remote mechanism. Modern remote

The Jerrold Remote Control
Model TRC-82 (Figure 1) is the
second generation of Jerrold uni-

By Carl

Bab:oke, CET

Most of our test -lab reports discuss
various items of test equipment.
But, this report is about the model
TRC-82 all -channel universal remote control system manufactured
by Jerrold.

Most remote control systems are
designed to be factory-installed in
just a few models of each manufacturer's line of television receivers.

Figure 2. The converter unit usually is
placed near the TV receiver. For
example, on top of the cabinet, on the
floor behind the TV, or fastened to the
back of the TV. Power for the TV
comes through the converter, and
separate VHF and UHF 300 -ohm
inputs are provided, in addition to
provision for 75 ohms.

46

versal remote control units. The
first was model TRC-12, which
tuned the 12 VHF channels only,
and had 75 -ohm input and output
impedances. (This model was described starting on page 25 of the
January, 1975 issue of Electronic
Servicing.)

Although the remote control is a
converter unit, it operates as an

external voltage' -tuned varactor
tuner, which in effect replaces the
original TV tuner. However, the TV
tuner is NOT removed or modified.
Instead, it is adjusted permanently
to channel 3 or channel 4 (Jerrold
offers a choice, depending on the
channel that is not used in your
area), and it becomes the equivalent
of the second mixer -oscillator of a
double -conversion superheterodyne
circuit.
Pushbuttons provide faster and
easier station selection, and the
button stays down to indicate the
channel that's in use. Together, the
converter principle plus the pushbuttons give convenience and good
performance for remote -control
operation with any television receiver.
Other features

Two separate units make up the
Jerrold remote -control system. The
one with the pushbuttons (Figure 1)
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

has at the left edge of the panel a
combination power on and VHF/
UHF selector switch. A relay in the
other unit does the actual power
switching, so the TV power switch
must be left on at all times.
A pointer on the lever knob
shows whether VHF or UHF channels will be received. The buttons
do double duty. For example, when
the lever knob is down in the UHF
position, the same button that
selects channel 5 on VHF will tune
in the assigned UHF station.
All VHF channels have been pre tuned at the factory, and none in
the sample needed a touchup.
(Inside the unit are 24 pots for
tuning in the 24 possible channels.
Any or all can be adjusted, if desired.) Although the buttons are
marked for several UHF channels,
each should be adjusted for just
one active channel. For my tests,
the 14-19 button was set for an
educational station on channel 19,
and the 38-43 button was adjusted
for channel 41. A sheet of UHF
channel numbers is supplied for
installation on the buttons.
At the right edge is a variable
fine-tuning knob and control. A
white line on the knob shows the
nominal position. After the permanent antenna and remote wiring
has been installed, you might want
to touch up the pots so each
channel will be correctly tuned
when the white mark of the finetuning knob is in line with the
arrow. Of course, TV -receiver AFT
makes such accuracy unnecessary.
If the receiver has AFT, but the
users accidentally turn the finetuning knob out of the AFT hold -in
range too often, you can tape the
knob.
The converter -and -power unit
(Figure 2) connects to the pushbutton box by a single small 25 -foot

TV is from an "F" coax socket
near the left edge. If the TV tuner
can accommodate a 75 -ohm connector, the coax can be plugged in
directly. Otherwise, a 75/300 -ohm

matching transformer must be
added at the end of the coax cable,
for attachment to the receiver 300 ohm -antenna terminals.
A

choice of converter input

impedances is provided. The "F"
connector near the center should be
used when a 75 -ohm coax cable
brings in the input signals. For
300 -ohm operation, separate VHF
and UHF 300 -ohm inputs are
furnished (in the picture, an external frequency splitter divides the
VHF and UHF frequencies to the
proper terminals). Then, the stub of
coax that protrudes out of the
panel is connected to the input "F"
connector.

Comments
In the ES laboratory, we don't
have the specialized equipment
necessary to check all of the
technical specifications of items
such as this remote control. There-

fore, the sample unit was installed
in a home, operated in typical
fashion for several weeks, and the
performance and convenience results noted.
The in -home-use tests were done
by a family whose color receiver did
not have a UHF tuner. No problems were encountered, and the
reports were favorable.
In fact, the quality of the color
picture was improved by the remote

control. Jerrold data indicates a
gain of between 4 dB and 11 dB for
the entire converter unit, and the
extra signal strength can be beneficial to the older receivers.
Only a slight frequency drift was
noted on channel 41, and none on
VHF. This represents excellent
performance.

The "testers" of the Jerrold
remote -control system liked the
convenience of operation, and appreciated the UHF reception (Figure 3). In fact, although they now
have a modern solid-state TV which
has both AFT and UHF, they
would like to have the remote
again.

cable. No signal voltages, AC
voltages, or high DC voltages go
through the cable. This new version
has a plug and socket on the panel
of the converter unit, and extender
cables are available.
At the extreme right are the
converter power cable, and an AC
socket for the TV power cable. The
remote power must be on at all
times, and the drain is 10 watts.

Output of the converter to the

Figure 3. Mrs. J. H. Babcoke (my mother) is shown selecting a TV station, with
the Jerrold model TRC-82 remote control.

November, 1977
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test equipmeNt

Digital Multimeter
portable digital multimeter has been announced by
B&K-Precision. The new model 2800
DMM is a full -feature instrument
providing a wide range of voltage,
A

CET

-

MD

Just a few letters
Spell the difference
That is professionalism

If you

are a service technician,

Ser* vicing:
*
*
*
*
*

CB

Video
Antenna systems
Industrial electronics
Medical electronics

Don't be
"Just another repairman"
Be a CERTIFIED
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
Write to ISCET for details
On how and where
To take the exam
ISCET - 1715 Expo Lane
Indianapolis, IN 46224
317-241-8172

M. ô

31/2 -digit

ments.
The 2800 has 22 ranges that
measure as high as 1000 volts (AC
of DC), or up to 40,000 VDC with
optional PR -28 probe. Resolution is 1
millivolt, 1 microampere, or 0.1
ohm. Typical DC accuracy is 10/o,
and the imput impedance is 10
megohm. All ranges are protected
against overloads.
The 2800 also features auto zeroing and 1000/o overrange reading on all ranges. Overrange reading capability allows the user to
read to 1999 on a scale normally
limited to a maximum reading o('

changes.
The new DMM comes complete
with test leads, detailed operating
manual, and spare fuse. A full
range of optional accessories also
are available. Suggested retail price
(30) on Reply Card

Solution to

Panels

6

Splices
Switch
Harmonic
Ceramic
Console

7

Enamel

2
3
4
5

21

Nickel
Lead

Knob

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Bifilar

31

Rivet

Radar
Rheostat
Tower
Ream

32 Traffic
33 Cable
34 Emit
35 Tool

8 Lambda

Align
10 Normal
11 Link
9

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19 Ground
20 Design

Counters.

66 or less. Ugh.

Better.
Good.
Very good.
PERFECT! You can't
do better than that!

triggered scope for industrial, educational, research and laboratory
applications, as well as for generalpurpose service testing.
VIZ

e

Illf

1

WO -527A features a special TV
line -selector, which permits line -byline display of video frames. This is

an aid in broadcast -transmission
monitoring, CATV testing, and

servicing television, video -games,
and videotape -recording.
The 5-inch scope has a verticalamplifier frequency response to 15
MHz; the bandwidth of the horizontal amplifier is from DC to 1
MHz. A trigger -level adjustment
.system uses LEDs to indicate trigger
polarity.
(32)

on Reply Card

Directional Wattmeter
Model 4431 from Bird Electronic
is a "Thruline" RF directional wattmeter for measuring forward and
reflected CW power. It also can

Ohmmeter

Start with 108 points and deduct
points for any part you may
not have answered correctly.

Triggered Oscilloscope

For More Details Circle

Zero

3

69-78
81-93
96-105
108

Multicounters
John Fluke Company has added
two new models to its counter line:
the 1910A and 1911A Automatic -

Damping
Galena
Audio
Osmium
Mylar
Reinartz

Mounting

(31) on Reply Card

VIZ has introduced a high -caliber

1000, thus reducing frequent range

For More Details Circle

1

For More Details Circle

current, and resistance measure-

is $99.95.

ALL AROUND OHM!

sensitivity across the major portion
of the input range. Both units use a
7 -digit LED display with overflow
capability and full units annunciation.

The 1910A provides a frequency
range of 5 Hz to 124 MHz, while the
1911A offers 5 Hz to 250 MHz. Both
counters have period, period average, and totalize capability as well
as frequency measurement. A trigger -level control and attenuator

provide the signal conditioning
needed to make accurate measurements in the presence of noise. In

addition, the 1911A offers a 50 -ohm
input impedance from 50 MHz to
250 MHz to allow proper matching
for 50 -ohm RF applications. The
1910A and 1911A feature 15 -mV

supply an adjustable RF sample
signal for scope, spectrum analyzer,
or frequency counter. This sample
signal is adjustable between 15 dB

and 70 dB below the main signal.
Power can be measured from 100
milliwatts to 5000 watts between 2
MHz and 30 MHz, or up to 1000
watts between 30 MHz and 1000
MHz, with an accuracy of ±50/o.
For More Details Circle

(33) on Reply Card

features supplied by the manufacturers are listed at no -charge to them as
a service to our readers. If you want factory
bulletins, circle the corresponding number
These

on the Reply Card and mail it to us.

ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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antenna systems Ti

Statement of Ownership, Management and
Circulation, Act of August 12, 1970;
Section 3685, Title 39, United States Code.

ô

Title of publication: Electronic Servicing.

1.

2. Date of

Mobile TV Antenna
RCA's new Mini -State TV antenna
system can operate from either a
12 -volt DC battery or 120-volt AC

house current. The model was
designed to provide sharp TV signals for recreational vehicles, vans,
and boats.
Other models of the antenna
system operate from house current
only.

3. Fregtiency of Issue: Monthly.

where they might cause other interference problems.
The FL -1 filter is said to attenuate
all harmonics of 27 -MHz carriers by
90 dB, or more, and dissipate up to
10 watts while passing a power of
up to 650 watts.
In addition, the TVI filter also
serves as an antenna -transceiver
matchbox. Input and output tuning
controls in the FL -1 filter will match
a 3:1 antenna SWR down to 1:1 at
50 ohms. Insertion loss is reduced to

office of publication: 9221
Quivira Road, Overland Park, Johnson County,
Kansas 66215.
4. Location of known

Location of the headquarters or general
business offices of the publishers: 9221 Quivira
Road, Overland Park, Johnson County, Kansas
5.

66215.
6. Names and addresses of publisher and editor:
Publisher, Michael D. Kreiter, 9221 Quivira Road,
Overland Park, Kansas 66215; Editor, Carl H.
Babcoke, 9221 Quivira Road, Overland Park,

Kansas 66215.

Owner: Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W.
62nd Street, Indianapolis, Indiana-a wholly
owned subsidiary of International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation, 320 Park Ave., New York,
7.

only 0.3 dB.
For More Details Circle

(36)

Filing: October 13, 1977.

on Reply Card

NY 10022.
8. Known bondholders,

The unidirectional antenna of the
Mini -State system can be rotated by

hand-held remote control unit.
The UHF -VHF antenna rotates inside a weather -protected polyethelene radome, which also houses a
solid-state amplifier, interference
filter, and a motor -driven rotator.
The 5MS550 comes with a 30 -foot
coaxial cable with attached connectors combined with three-wire
rotator cable; DC power cord, UHF VHF antenna matching transformer;
a stainless -steel bracket and hardware for outdoor mast mounting;
tripod -type legs for indoor use; and
an instruction manual. Optional
retail price is $99.95.
a

For More Details Circle (34) on Reply Card

CB Base -station Antennas
The "Wavemaster" series, six
compact ground -plane base -station
antennas from Winegard, are engineered for 40 -channel operation.
These antennas come in four
basic parts, and can be assembled
without tools. The units feature
twist -lock sockets which hold the

radiator and radial elements in
place. Gain of the models ranges
from 3.5 dB to 5.0 dB.

There are three aluminum models:
GA -445, GA -845, and GA -885. The
stainless -steel models are: BF -440,
BF -840, and BF -880.
For More Details Circle

Communications Power now has a
television interference filter for CB
radios that absorbs harmonic emissions rather than reflecting them

7 and 8 include, in cases where
the stockholders or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or In any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person
or corporation for whom such trustee is acting,
also the statements in the two paragraphs show
the affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the
circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner. Names and addresses of
individuals who are stockholders of a corporation
which itself is a stockholder or holder of bonds,
mortgages or other securities of the publishing
corporation have been included in paragraphs 7
and 8 when the interests of such individuals are
equivalent to 1 percent or more of the total

9. Paragraphs

ohms.

amount of the stock or securities of the
publishing corporation.
10.

This item must be completed for all

publications except those which do not carry
advertising other than the publisher's own and
which are named in sections 132.231, 132,232
and 132,233 postal manual (Sections 4355a, 4355b
and 4356 of Title 39, United States Code).

It has a 10/o 1 -watt, deposited carbon resistor, Teflon insulation,
non -tarnish finish, and a gold-plated
male contact. The VSWR is 1.15

maximum from DC to
For More Details Circle

(37)

100

MHz.

Average
No. Copies
Each Issue
During
Preceding
12 Months

Single
Issue
Nearest
To Filing

71,578

64,651

3,223
64,035
67,258

1,859
61,387
63,246

Date

on Reply Card

A. Total No. Copies
Printed (Net Press

CB

Antenna

Wawasee Electronics' "Black

Cat" factory -tuned antenna (model
JB 100) has a top -loaded coil wound
on a fiberglass core, and is covered
with a black dielectric sheath to reduce precipitation static.
Model JB 100 is 4 -feet long,
constructed of resilient fiberglass.
Its 3/8 by 24 ferrule is chrome plated brass.
For More Details Circle

(38) on Reply Card

(35) on Reply Card

TVI Filter

mortgagees, and Other
security holders owning or holding 1 percent or
more of total amount of bonds, mortgages or
other securities: None.

Resistor-terminated Plug
A type -N resistor -terminated plug,
model 4240, has been developed by
ITT Pomona Electronics.
The unit, designed for terminating
coaxial lines, is available in resistances of 50, 75, 93, 100, and 600

features supplied by the manufacturers are listed at no -charge to them as
a service to our readers. If you want factory
bulletins, circle the corresponding number
on the Reply Card and mail it to us.
These

November, 1977

Run)
B. Paid Circulation
1. Sales through

dealers and carriers,
street vendors and
counter sales
2. Mail subscriptions
Total Paid Circulation
Free Distribution (including samples) by
Mail, Carrier or
Other Means
Total Distribution (sum
of C and D)
Office Use, Left -Over,
Unaccounted, Spoiled
after Printing
Total (sum of E and F
-should equal net
press run shown in A).
.

C.
D.

E.

F.

G.

.

1,371

623

68,629

63,869

2,949

782

71,578

64,651

certify that the statements made by me above
are correct.
I

MICHAEL D. KR EITER
Publisher
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Digital CB Transceiver
A digital -logic 40-channel SSB/AM
CB transceiver now is available
from Communications Power.

unplugged and moved, a penetrating
wail audible up to a quarter mile is
set off; only an electronic key will
shut it off. All solid-state alarm uses
AA rechargeable NiCad batteries
and a trickle charger.
For More Details Circle

(41) on Reply

Card

Compact Electric Drill
Wahl Clipper has introduced a
5 -inch electric drill that accommodates drills and burrs with a shank
size up to .123 (1/8"). The ISO-TIP
Electronic Technician Drill is designed for solder removal; lead hole
cleaning; and a variety of other
jobs.

The CP-400 includes a high -power
JFET mixer that minimizes overloading and intermodulation problems; a

built-in logarithmic speech compressor for the power microphone;
and an eight -pole crystal filter that
provides adjacent channel rejection
of -80 dB for both SSB and AM.
For More Details Circle

(39) on Reply Card

Soldering Gun
The new ISO-TIP Cordless Soldering Gun by Wahl Clipper provides a
soldering "uni -tool" with the power
to solder everything from #12 electrical connections to micro circuitry.
The gun contains a built-in refillable .062 solder spool and self-feeding mechanism that operates when
the trigger is completely depressed.
Solder feeds through a tube at the

tip, for one -hand soldering. (A
standard model soldering gun is
available without the automatic
feed.)

Electronic Tools
A new "troubleshooters" tool kit
for field engineers and electronic
technicians is available from Jensen
Tools and Alloys.
The kit (JTK-81) contains more

25 tools, including pliers,
cutters, screwdrivers, nutdrivers,
wire strippers, hex and spline keys,
soldering equipment, and hammer.
The tools come in a multi -pocketed
12"x21" vinyl -covered roll pouch. A
Triplett 310 VOM meter is offered
as an optional accessory.

than

A plug-in battery charger comes
as standard equipment, and it will
fully recharge the nickel -cadmium
batteries overnight. The tip comes
up to full soldering heat within 5 to
10 seconds, and performance is said
to equal a conventional soldering
iron. A "lock -off" switch prevents
accidental heating of the tip while
the iron is in storage or during

transportation.
For More Details Circle

The kit without meter is priced at
$75. With meter, the price is $127.

Quantity prices are lower.
For More Details Circle

The

(40) on Reply Card

TV Theft Alarm
H1 TV Theft Alarm

from

Mountain West is designed for
motels, hotels, hospitals, colleges
and other owners of many TV sets
that are vulnerable to theft. Home
owners who need protection can use
the same model.
The alarm is installed inside the
TV cabinet. When the set is both

The drill's compact size allows
use in confined areas and within
cabinetry. High impact plastic housing makes it lightweight and an
extra -long 10 -ft. cord provides a
wide working radius. On/off switch
provides both "intermittent -on" and
"locked -on" positions.
For More Details Circle

features supplied by the manufacturers are listed at no -charge to them as
a service to our readers. If you want factory
bulletins, circle the corresponding number.
on the Reply Card and mail it to us.
These

(42) on Reply Card

IT'S NO PUZZLE

Midget Driver Sets
Xcelite's line of midget screw-

driver and nutdriver sets and

combinations come in eight assortments, each with a stand-up plastic
case for bench or tool kit.
The series covers slotted, Phillips,
Allen, Scrulox, hex screws, and hex
nuts. Metrics are available for nut drivers and hex socket screws.
Each set includes the "piggyback"
torque -amplifier handle, which slips
over the handle of the 31/2 -inch
color -coded midget tools.
For More Details Circle

(43) on Reply Card
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TO ORDER

OELRICH SERVICE FORMS
8 2 WAY RASO SERVICE LEGAL FORMS FOR CALIF. FLA.
UTAH NOW AT YOUR PARTS JOBBER OR WRITE FOR CATALOG B64
FOR TV -RÁ010

4040

OELRICH PUBLICATIONS

N

NASHVILLE AVE.

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60634

For More Details Circle

(20) on Reply Card

FREE CATALOG
HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS
Lists more than 3000 items: pliers, tweezers, wire

strippers, vacuum systems, relay tools, optical
equipment, tool kits and cases. Also includes ten
pages of useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

©JENSEN TOOLS & ALLOYS
Iz30 500Th

pmesr omve rempe. Az
.

For More Details Circle
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ELECTRONIC SERVICING

ilmarketulace

Seeking Original Japanese Replacement
Parts

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 35 cents per
word, each insertion, and must
be accompanied by cash to
insure publication.
Each

initial or abbreviation

counts

a

for CB and Stereo Repair Use?

SEE US AT THE 1978 WINTER CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW
IN LAS VEGAS JANUARY 5-8

full word.

Minimum classified charge $3.00.
For ads on which replies are
sent to us for forwarding (blind
ads), there is an additional
charge of $3.00 per insertion to
cover department number, processing of replies, and mailing

CB REPAIR PACKAGE
$63.00 value for only $39.95
Contains 2 each. Repair almost all CB Sets
2SB
2SC
2SC
2SC
2SC

405
710
756

828
945

2SC
2SC
2SC
2SC
2SC

1014
1173
1226
1239
1306

SPECIAL PACKAGE OF MOST
COMMON DRIVERS & FINALS
This kit contains 6 each of:
756
2SC 799
2SC 1239
2SC 1307
$145.00 value for Just $99.95
2SC
2SC
2SC
2SC

2SC 1307
2SC 1678
2SD 235
TA 7205P
BA
511

1678
1018
1226
1306

2SC

Original Japanese Transistors FET, IC, Diodes

costs.
Classified columns are
to advertising of any
regularly produced by
turers unless used
longer owned by the
turer or a distributor.

not open

products
manufacand no
manufac-

CHECK OUR LOW PRICES!
TRANSISTORS
23A. 49

23A 101
2SA 102

254

234

25A
2SA
25A
25A

342
353
377
440
483

5A

OSA
OSA
OSA
OSA

:SA
:SA
:SA
104

FOR SALE

?SA
OSA

TUNERS -DEALERS ONLY -Sylvania SS 54-35054
-1, 54-29331-3, 54-29332-2, Zenith -175-1122
(3HA5-6EA8) $4.95 ea. Magnavox SS - 340226-2,
340184-3, 340187-1, Quasar - 77G10249A30-A31A36-A37-A38-A41, Varactor-77G10728A01 $7.95
ea. UPS -COD, David Sims Enterprises, Inc. 665
E. Jerico Tpke., Huntington Sta., N.Y. 11746.
10-77 2t

CAN GET DIRECTLY: from Japan any
electronic part, even if only one piece. Write me
your inquiry. I'll do my best to help you. My main
lines are semiconductors, capacitors, resistors,
switches, lamps or so. K. SOEDA, No. 5-9-503,
Toshima 5-Chome, Kita -Ku, Tokyo 114, JAPAN.
YOU

10-77 3t

BUILD ELECTRONIC DEVICES in your home. Get
started in your spare time. Big profits. Experience not necessary. Ask for free literature telling
how. Electronic Development Lab, Box 1535,
Pinellas Park, Fla. 33565.
4-77-tf
TV & RADIO TUBES 36c EA!! Free color catalog.
Cornell, 4221 University, San Diego, California
92105.
8-76-tf

REPLACEMENT COLOR YOKES -DEALERS ONLY.
Zenith 95-2501-2532-2638-2667-S-89633 etc. 16.95,
Magnavox 361380-1 18.95, Sylvania, GE etc. 14.95
to 19.95. Request for price list on your
Letterhead. David Sims Enterprises, Inc., 665

Jericho Turnpike, Huntington Station, N.Y.

12-76-tf

11746.

TUNER SUB ONLY $19.95, wired, tested, complete with batteries and ready to use on tube or
transistor sets. This unit is without knobs or
cabinet but very compact with no wires or
controls dangling. Easy to use, simply hook set's
coax to sub and view picture (instructions provided). Only $19.95, we pay the shipping. This is
not a gimmick. If not completely satisfied, return
within 10 days for full refund. TEXAS TUNER
SERVICE, 4210 N.E. 28th Street, Fort Worth,
Texas 76117. Phone (817) 834-8201.
9-77 3t
SHOP OWNERS/SERVICE MANAGERS: No "off
season" layoffs for your personnel. Lock in your

customers "year-round" with
maintenance agreement. Details

your letterhead to:

a service and
- $5 and copy of

Peck's Plan,

Hillsdale, New York 12529.
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.59
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2.00
.90

23A 70

2SA
2SA
2SA
2SA
2SA
2SA
2SA
2SB
2SB

618
839

1.40
2.15

841

.59

847
850
872A
908
54
55
208 75

484

3.00
2.50

2SB 77
2SB 166

485
489
495
496
497
509
525
537
539

2.00
1.60
.70
1.10
1.60
.70
2.50
2.25
.70

2SB 187
258 202
2SB 220
208 303

?SA 561
?SA 562
OSA 5644
2SA 565
2SA 566
264 606
204 624
2SA 627
264 628
204 634
2SA 640
2SA 643
2SA 659
2SA 663
2SA 666
2SA 672
20A 673
2SA 678
2SA 683
2SA 684
2SA 695
2SA 697
2SA 706
2SA 715
2SA 719
2SA 720
2SA 721
2SA 725
2SA 726
2SA 733
2SA 740
2SA 744
2SA 7459
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20A 750
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20A 758
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2SA 777
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2SA 816
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2SB
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208 474
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2SB 507
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2SB 531
208 536
2SB 537
206 539

268 541
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208 561B
2SB 564
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2SC 369
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.59
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1.00
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3.60
.59
.59
.59
.59
.59

.

2SC 898
2SC 900
20C 929
25C 930
2SC 943
2SC 945
2SC 959
2SC 971
2SC 983
2SC 984
2SC 1000BL
26C 1014
2SC 1017
2SC 1018
2SC 1030C
2SC 1047
2SC 1060
2SC 1061
2SC 1080
26C 10%
2SC 1111
25C 1115
25C 1116
2SC 11164
2SC 1124
20C 1162
2SC 1166
26G 1173
2SC 1175
200 1177
2SC 1189
2SC 12110
2SC 1213
20C 1222
230 1226
2SC 1237
2SC 1239
2SC 1279
2SC 1306
2SC 1307
2SC 1312
2SC 1313G
2SC 1317
20C 1318
2SC 1327
2SC 1330
2SC 1342
20C 1344
2SC 1345D
2SC 1359
2SC 1360
2SC 1362
2SC 1364
26G 1377
20C 1383
2SC 1400
2SC 1402
2SC 1403
2SC 1419
2SC 1444

.59
.59
.59
1.20
.59
1.50
I

1.00
90
.55
1.20
1.40
1.20

280
.70
2.25
1.40
4.40
1.00
3.40

340
4.40
4.90
1.30
1.10
.59
.90
.90

14.00
1.40
.70
.70
.45
1.00
4.25
3.50
.70

4.40
4.90
.59

-59
.59
.59
.59
1.50
.59
.59
.59
1.40
1.00
.59
1.40
4.90

.59
.59
3 70

3.70
1.10
2.80

1448
1449

2SC
2SC
2SC
2SC
2SC

1451

1475
1478S

250 1509

1.10
1.00
1.60
1.40
.70
1.10

1584
1586
1624
1626
1628
1647
1669
1674
1675
1678
1682
1684
1706
1728
1760
1775
1816
1885
1908
1909

8.50
6.60

20C 1951

1.10
1.20

2SC
2SC
2SC
2SC
2SC
2SC
2SC
2SC

20C
26G

200
2SC
2SC

200
2SC
2SC
26G
2SC
2SC
26C

2SC 1957
20C 1969
20G 1973
2SC 1975
2SC 2028
2SC 2029
2SC 2091
20C 2092
200 2098
2SD 28

200

75

2SD 90
2SD 91
200 92
2SD 118
200 130
2SD 142
2SD 143
2SD 178
2SD 180
2SD 187
250 188
2SD 205
200 217
2SD 218
2SD 223
200 224
200 226
2SD 227
2SD 234
200 235
2SD 287
2SD 313
2SD 315
2SD 325
2SD 356D

1.30
1.10
1.30
.59
1.60
.59
.59
2.25
.45
.59
.59
2.00
2.00
.45

4.25
.70
.59

4.40
4.90
1.10

4.40
.90
3.90

3.60
3.90
3.90
2.80
1.10
1.60
1.60
1.50
3.00
1.20

2.00
2.80
1.40
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.59
3.00
1.40
4.40
3.70
1.90
1.90
1.60
.59
1.00
1.00
3.70
1.10
1.20
1.10
1.10

2SD 3570
290 358
2SD 360
2SD 371S
2SD 382
2SD 388
2SD 424
2SD 427
2S0 525
2SD 526

1.00
1.30
1.20
2.80
1.40
3.40
8.50
2.80
1.60
1.10

200 5554

6.60

2SD 610
FET
2SK 19
206 30
206 33
2SK 34
2SK 40
2SK 49
2SK 55
2SK 68
3SK 22
3SK 35
3SK 39
3SK 40

1.90

3015 41
3016 45

MK 10
IC
AN 2140
AN 315

84

511

BA
HA
LA
TA

521

SN
SN
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA

7400
7490
7055P
7060P

1151

4400
7045M

7061AP
7062

7205P
7310P

1.60
.90
1.10
1

10
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1.30
1.30
1.30
2.55
2.25
2.25
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2.00

3.40
3.70

3.40
3.70
3.70
3.70
3.00
.19
.60

3.00
1.60
1.90
1.90
3.90
3.95
1.60
8.80

uPC 592H2
PLL 024
DIODES
10 84
1.00
10 188
.45
10 332
10 953
1S 1007
IS 1209
16 1211
1S 1555
15 1588
10 1885
10 2076

10 2093
1S 2473

IN 34
IN 60

.45
.45
.45
.45
.45
.32
.32
.45
.45
.45
.45
.25
.25

PRICES MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
COD ORDERS WELCOMED Less than $500 no deposit required

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY WITHIN 48 HOURS ON ALL TRANSISTORS IN STOCK
Minimum order $10.00 Ohio residents add 4% sales tax Add $1.00 postage and handling
Quantity discount prices Ask For Our Complete Price List Maunfacturer inquiries Welcomed
ALL PARTS GUARANTEED AGAINST FACTORY DEFECT

TOLL FREE TELEPHONE:
Nationwide 800/543-1607
LOCAL 51.; 874-0220
Ohio 800/582-1630
874 0223
Hours Mon. -Fri. 10-7; Sat. 11-5

FUJI-SVEA ENTERPRISE
a Division of Fuji-Svea Incorporated
Dept. ES
P.O. Box 40325 Cincinnati, Ohio 45240

Box 64,
10-77 3t
For More Details Circle

November, 1977

.59
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FOR SALE (CONT.)
OWNERS OF HEATH CRT Checker rejuvenators #
IT -5230. Sockets for most B&W and color CRT's
wired & tested for $7.00 P.P. CONUS. Money
Orders or Certified Check only to Anthony E.
Bodo, 4380 Hayes, Gary, Ind., 46408.
11-77-2t
FOR SALE: CRT model 5UP1-500 pcs. available;
also AT -4041 Philips pincushion device made for
Zenith-5000 pcs. Ask for free tube and semi-

conductor catalog. Temtron Electronics Ltd.,

138-69 Francis Lewis Blvd., Rosedale, N.Y.
11422. (212) 978-5896.

11-77-1t

MANUFACTURER CLEARANCE:

9

792A

Pulse

Generators' $200 each; 17 7092 Plugin carriers
for 766 Series $10 each; 35 4292 4' 100:1 probes
$20 each; 140 Scope covers for 1050 Series $20
each; 'Thirty -day Warranty. Cash sales only.
Shipping charges extra. Dumont Oscilloscope
Laboratories, Inc. 40 Fairfield Place, West
Cladwell, New Jersey 07006. (201) 575-8666.
11-77-1t
COLLECTOR'S

ITEMS FOR SALE:

advertisers/m!] inn
i

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Electronics

books. Sams Photofacts Service 1-150 plus

index. Make offer. Ed Zaharatos, EZ Electronics,
Box 817, Medford, N.Y. 11763.
11-77-1t
SPECTRUM ANALYZER singer SB12B. Panoramic
head singer RF7A. 2-tone generator singer TTG2.
Lab -stand on rollers $600.00 complete. Bird PEP

watt meter MDL-4314 DC/AC $400.00. Bird

Elements $35.00 each. 8&K Color generator MDT
1246 $90.00 Tawas 2-Way Radio, 1165 South US
23, Tawas City, Michigan 48763. Call (517)
362-3428, 24 hours daily.
11-77-1t

MAN INSTALLERS. Want more profits with

less
headaches? Information $5.00 (free with MATV
letterhead). Box 809, Boynton Beach, Fla. 33435.

11-77-eom-tf
TV SALES & SERVICE BUSINESS in small Ozark
town. 32 years in same location. City approved
for $2 million dollar grant for industrial park. Will

sell inventory & test equipment & lease building
& fixtures or buy inventory & lease test equipment & building. Only full-time shop in town good volume -large trade area-Reason for sellingRetiring. Ellsworth Carroll, P.O. Box 22, Cabool,
Mo. 65689 (417) 962-3446.
11-77-1t
TV REPAIR SHOP in Bakersfield, California. Well
established, low overhead, plenty of customer
goodwill, excellent stock of tubes, parts, etc.
Well equipped van. Lots of test equipment. Sams
coverage from 1946 to current. $29,000. Technician willing to help train. (805) 871-3580.
11-77-1t
START ELECTRONIC FACTORY IN YOUR HOME.
GET STARTED IN YOUR SPARE TIME. ONE MAN
OPERATION. EXPECT BIG PROFITS. EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY. PRACTICALLY NO
INVESTMENT. WRITE FOR FREE LITTERATURE
TELLING HOW. ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT
LAB, DEPT. A, BOX 1535, PINELLAS PARK, FL
33565.
8-77-tf

SMITTYS TV SALES & SERVICE. Must retire.
Two houses and shop. Low overhead. Established
18 years. Good reputation. $50,000 yearly net
income. $25,000 inventory. Servicing most major
motels in town, approximately 600 color sets.
Will show figures to interested parties only. Call
(305) 267-9570 or write 509 Park Avenue, Titusville, Florida 32780.
10-77 3t
1

WANTED
WANTED: CB radio repair contract work. A&R
Service, North Haven, Conn., 203-239-0155 (evenings).
9-77 3t

WANTED: to buy used Sams Photofax volumes
for automobile radio repair, 1970 to present. Must
be reasonable and in good condition. Bill
Walters, P.O. Box 78, Nevada, Missouri 64772.
State price and volume's numbers in first letter.
11-77-1t
WANTED TO BUY: A well established TV sales
and service shop and/or sewing machine &
vacuums. Send shop photo, asking price & last

EDUCATION -INSTRUCTION
REPAIR TV TUNERS-High Earnings; Complete
Course Details. 12 Repair Tricks, Many Plans,
Two Lessons, all for $2. Refundable. Frank
Bocek, Box 3236 Enterprise, Redding, Calif.
96001
8-76-tf
USED COURSES. We buy -sell electronics, other
subjects. TVT Courses, Box 396, Griffith, Indiana
10-77 2t

46319.

three years gross and general information,
location, etc. W.

R.

Collins, USALOGC (SST),

Fort Lee, Va. 23801.

NEEDED:
equip. for
Write to:
Brassieres
Ursula No.

11-77-1t

SERVICES

complete picture tube rebuilding

B&W and color tubes (second hand).
Julio Romero Fonseca, Farbrica de
El ChoCho, Calle Monserrat, Col. Sta.
1221, Tel. 21-7239, San Salvador, El Salvador, Central America.
11-77-1t

Help!
Anytime your have a question
about your subscription to
Electronic Servicing, please
include a mailing label to
insure prompt service on your
inquiry.

Change of Address
If you're about to move,
please let us know approximately four weeks before the
move comes about. Simply
affix your present label here,
and carefully print the updated
information below.

ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURERS; electronic and
printed circuits requiring hand finish assembly or
modification work wanted. Via drop ship method.
Gilbert Whitley, R.R.2, Metamora, III. 61548.
11-77-3t

Please Help Us
to Serve You Better

Electronic Servicing
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, Kansas 66212

Name
(Please Print)

Employer
Address
City

State

Zip
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1

American Technology Corp
12
Arrow Fastener Co., Inc
21
B&K Precision, Dynascan
Corp
1
Bussman Mfg. Div. McGraw Edison Co
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Castle Electronics
Cover 4
Cleveland Institute of
Electronics, Inc.
9
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Dictaphone Corp.
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Inc.
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Fuji-Svea Enterprise
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9

17
39
51
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41
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16
Oelrich Publications
50
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Optima Electronics
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REGIONAL ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES
Indianapolis, Indiana 46280
ROY HENRY
2469 E. 98th St.
Phone: (317) 846-7026
Greenlawn, New York 11740
CHUCK HORNER
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ELECTRONIC SERVICING

At Ceneral Electric we're treating emery TV
parts order like a rush order. Here's how it's
paying ai: Over 99% of the General Electr.c
TV repltement parts ordered this year were in
stock in cur national computer-linked parts distribution system. And on the average better han
90% were ready fir immediate shipment from
the Regional Replacement Parts Centers.
This :s why tr.ost parts are now
shipped the same day an order's received or by the dose of business the
followirt day.
But ordering parts from us is
more thin fast. It's easier than ever
before. :n almost all areas, our tollfree ordering numbers connect you
directly with GE Parts Centers. And you
can charge your order to Master Charge,
VISA (FEankAme-icard) or your approved
GE Open Credit Account.
What's more, when you order several
parts and one isn't immediately available, we don't lezve you hanging.
Instead we ship what's in stock and include tr a expected shipping date for
what isn t.
How did General Electric's parts distributicn come so far so fast? One factor
was the enlargement of stocks at many

GENERAL

GE Parts Centers. But `_ .e deci li 1 factor v-c our c eterinination to build a streamlined, ef_:cient sys-err -hot
simplified the parts orde_ing process for bort of ua.
Now comes the easiest part )f a_:. Clippiig ci_: and
sending in the coupon below. Whet ycu do, we'll send you
a list of our toll-free numbers and all the informa_ionyou
need to take the easy may o it rut time ypu c -der TV
replacement parts from is. It's our business 70

make your business Bier.

"I've got your ua.r-ber."

J

1

'DUTCH" MEYERJGENERA1. ELECTRIC C VPWNY
I
TELEVISION BUSINESS EE?A FMENT
I
COLLEGE BOULEVARD/PORTSMOUTH, VA 27705
Dear "Dutch":
Please send me the items checked belt
Brochure covering GE tc11-free r.-ing numeers.
Listing of Parts Dsiributors.
D Master Charge and VISA (BankAr_ericard) Drrnatio .
D GE Open Credit Account informal _m.

f

Service Company

Adcress
State

City

Tip

THIS IS GE PERFORMANCE TH,EVISION

ELECTRIC

www.americanradiohistory.com
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For More Details Circle

(3) on Reply Card

